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The Present State of Cabell Criticism and Scholarship 
Edward Wagenknecht divided the literary fortunes of 
James Branch Cabell into four acts, With the implication 
that a fifth might follow.l Cabell began in the early 
1900' s to write "the very nicest kind ot books ••• whose 
exuberant romanticism won their admirers, notably Mark 
Twain and Theodore Roosevelt." But most or the books were 
soon on the bargain shelves of department stores, priced at 
nineteen cents. Their critical reception was unenthusiastic. 
, • ' . . ' . 
That was A:ct One. 
"Act Two began 1n 1919 with the suppression of .Jurgen."2 
This book often commanded a price or_ r .orty. dollars in 
second-hand shop~. Men or impo;-tan~e . rushed to Cab!3ll' s 
def'ense I Carl Van D~ren, ~· . L. ~enc ken, Burton Rascoe, and 
Vernon Louis Parrington.. Mr. Cabell became a "great writer." 
~ . ~ . . . . . 
Act Three began 1n the thirties, when Cabell found 
himself at variance w1th the literary tastes (and the poli-
tical convictions) ot the majority of the great American 
l 
Edward Wagenknecht1 Cavalcade of the American. Novel (New York, 1952), PP• 33"J-4o. 
2 
Ibid., P• 339. 
11 
reading public. He was then a writer of extablished repu-
tation and bad as tew readers as he had enjoyed 1n Act One. 
Wagenknecht considered Act Four to be 1n progress in 
or about 19,2, but ha makes no comment upon it other than 
that it had produced two novels and two works of non-fiction. 
So far as this writer is aware, Wagenknecht bas not more 
recently characterized Act Five. 
Prior to 1919, the year JUrgen was published, there 
was not 8.%J1' Cabell criticism or scholarship worthy or mention. 
Jurgen; ot course, touched off a perfect barrage ot comment 
and ci:>ntroversy. It also touched off some or the most 
unusual "scholarship" that aey author has ever enjoyed. 
The following is an excerpt f'rom Heywood's column 1n 
the New Yo~~ World, October 21, 19221 
3 
••• The acquittn.l of J\lrg}l; re:naves ft"om 
f'rom our own shoulders a avy burden. When Mr. 
Sl:mI18r brought action against the book he 
stated that bis attention had first been called 
to it by an article on the Tribune book po.ge, 
which we were editing at th.at tliiie. This 
article was a letter from Walter Kingsley, 
who stated that Jurgen was by tar the most 
po~ar boolt among the chorus girls of 
New York. According to the letter, competi-
tion was raging up up and down Broadway as 
to which girl could dig out or the book the 
greatest number or hidden meanings. This 
seemed to us innocent enough. It is easy 
to imagine ever so many ways 1n which chorus 
girls might be employed to worse advantnge.j 
Quoted u Between Friends I Letters or Jaoes Jranch 
Cabell and others, ed. Padraic Colum and Margaret reeman 
Cabe Wv ~orJtt 1962), P• 271. 
iii 
Another unusual item of Cabell appreciation appeared 
in l92S, when tba first performance of Deems Taylor's 
symphonic poem Jurgen was given on November 19 b7 the New 
lt-~ork Symphony Orchestra; Walter Damroscb conducting. 
MQD1' literary figures rallied _ gallantly to Cabell's 
defense, and such persons as Cbarlea s. Sumner, or the 
New York Society ror the Suppression of V1ce, . attacked 
w1th venom a.'ld abandon. Out · of' all this came charges and 
counter-charges, not to mention a law suit, brought 
against Guy Holt, . Robert Fe .McBride and Compa%W, and its 
president, Robert F. McBride,. ~bis court action, 1t may 
be noted, produced (v1th two exceptions) the only sound , 
and discerning item or Cabell cr1 t1c1sm to be round 1n Act 
·. · 
Two.. Its importance seems to Justify its inclusion heres 
PEOPLE 
vs. 
JUDGE NOTT1S OPINION 
HOLT, McBRIDE & CO. ET AL. 
4 
The defendants herein, at the close or 
the People• s case, have moved for a direc-
tion or acquittal and the dismissal of tbe 
indictment on the ground that the book 
"Jurgenn on the possession of wb1ch the 
indictment is based! is not an "obscene, 
lewd, lascivious, r ltby, indecent, or 
disgusting book" within the meaning and 
intent ot section lll+l ot the Penal Law, 
for the alleged violation of which the 
indictment bas been found. 
Frances Brewer.I. James JlrMch Cabel;J.a A p1)?11ograph.v; (Cbarlottesvllle, 19~'1), P• 22. . 
iv 
I have read and examined the book care-
tu117. It is by Mr. James Branch Caboll, 
mi author ot repute and distinction. From 
the literary point or view its style may 
fairly be called brilliant. It is based 
on the med1aevo.l legends ot Jurgen and ia 
a highly 1.mng1nntive and fo.ntnutic tnlo, 
depicting the adventures ot one who has 
been rostered to hla first 7outh, but who, 
being attended by a shadow in the guise 
~ the shtldow of his old self, retains the 
experience and cynicism ot age which rrus-
trate s a porrect tultillcont or his desire 
tor renowed youth. 
Th<J advonturos consist 1n wanderings 
through mediaeval and mythological coun.. 
tries and a sojourn 1n Hell a.nd Hoo.Ven. 
lte encounters beings or mediaeval talk.-
lore and from classical mythology. The 
most that can be said against the book ie 
that certain passagos therein may bo con-
aidered suggestive in a veiled and subtle 
vay or 1mooral1ty, but such p~ssages are 
delicately conveyod and the whole atmos-
phere or the story is ot such unreal and 
supernatural nature that even these sug-
gestions are rroe tro;n evils accotilpany1116 
suggestiveness in nore realistic works. 
In fact, 1t is doubtrul it tho book could 
be read or understood o.t all by nore than 
a very limited number ot readers. 
In fJff opinion the book is one ot unusual 
literary marit o.nd conto.ina nothing "obscene, 
lewd1 !osc1v1ous, tilthy1 ;ndecent or d1s-gu.ating" v1th1n the maru.ng or the statuto 
o.nd the decisions or the courts or this 
stnto 1n slailar ca3es. (See linlsey v. New 
York Socia~! 231+- H.Y. lj. People v. 
Drninnrd, 1'!"4! App. Div. u61 St. Hubort 
Guild v. QU1nn, 64 Mine. 336). 
The cotion, thorotoro, is gro.ntod nnd S 
the jury is advised to acquit the detondants. 
Arter the Jµrgen episode bad czule Cabell the most dis-
cussed literary 1'1gure or the day, CGboll criticism 
' Coluna and K.P. Cabell, PP• 268-9. 
v 
flourished with a rank luxurienoe, the great body ot 1t . 
being misguided and uncomprehending~ A few spo~~ns ot 
characteristic critical comments .follows 
from Don Bregenzer · - . . · · · : . · 
Cabell .U. an incurable Romanticist, ' and henco au 
impeccable £oe or Realism. <A tioundtable m 
Po1ctesme, ed. Don Bregenzer . and Samuel ·Loveman, 
~eve!and, 192'+; p~ ·3?.) ·. · : 
. . 
. .. . . . 
t •.• . .. 
f'rom Edward. · Hale Bietstadt -
Particular facts ·or lite he is not able to race 
ate.11 ..... Egsentially ha is an escapist from 
l1f'e and a Romantic. ("The Literary Spotlights 
· Mr. James Branch .Cabell, .. in The Jloofsmap,., 
Febl"U8.r1, 1923.) · · · : 
. . 
·. .. . :· .. "' 
1.9rom Regis Michaud --
. , 
. . ; . . 
••• classic 1n style, th$ Romantic in aspiration. 
(The Amer~ian ~ ~l A. (32ginl. g .fgYcholo- · gicgJ.~StiL , rJewrork;-1928, ·pp. 202.3;.> 
' . . . ' ~ 
from Ludwig Lgwisohn --· 
-· . 
The trouble is there is nothing in all these 
romances for the .mind to graspJ one fumbles 1n 
a sunny mist. (Expre§s1on J.i1 america9 Rav York, 
1932, P• 731.) · ' · . · 
. . • ··'!,.·. 
This brief sampling could be muJ. ti plied· and re. 
multiplied without adding. to the diverse repetition found 
. . 
here. The approaches or the critics are various, but one sig-
. . 
nif1cant thing they all hold 1n common; none or them tries 
. . 
specifically to proye ~bat ~abell is a romantiet ~ostl.y 
they hurl the term at him rather defiantly. One -easy ex-
planation tor this of course lies in tho tact that few . 
critics have bothered to write a sustained piece or 
vi 
cr1t1c1am on Cabell, that their com=ents have been hast1]7 
evoked 'b7 11terQl'J editors vho vnnted book reviews tor 
their columns or magazines. Another roason might lie 1n 
the tact that the ethos surrounding each book certainl7 
contorma to that ot tam tales end that repeatedl.J the 
reader 1• presented vith materinl Vi.th vhiab it 1• easier 
to 1dentif'1 one• a emotions than on vhich to exercise one• a 
mln4. 
There 11 also, :.~ an exte~1on ot this consideration, 
a lesa tangible point ot interest to be noted bore 1 moat 
ot his critics slip eas117 into m almost Cabellesque 
technique ot style, a technique vhicb 1n the bo.nda ot 
these men becomes transformed into a lyric 1m1tat1on more 
concerned vitb vorda than vitb thought. A po.rt1cuJ.ar}7 
good e:mt1ple ot this tranaforcation comes from the pen 
ot Cabell' a good friend, Joseph Bergeabe1mer1 vriting tor 
tba Rev York ~· 
6 
The enchantment or Jurgen, conveyed 1n pulp 
and ink, rising trom the gold vessel at Hr. 
Cabell'• 1.magl.nation, 1a both a tigmont and 
a realitYt the gesture of a hD.n41 the ahrlll 
or bland pitch ot a voice, holds all ot lite, 
the bell)- and the instinct or propo.gat1on are 
the mechanical gods ot exiatence1 and at the 
aam time, they are less than nothingJ tor 
the amazing 3nngl• or fate! or chance, hna 
its sveep not rrom the acp e needs ot animols 
but trom the tyraney or that vision ot the 
tlavlgaa Helen, the shining 1net!able blue-
ness. 
The Nev Xort Bt October, 1919. 
vii 
Even Cabell's literary friends with whom he corres-
ponded intimately and copiously,even though they expressed 
warm and genuine admiration for Mr. Cabell, tor the most 
part they tailed, in the opinion or this student, to grasp 
more than occasiono.lly what he was aiming at. This seems 
true of (among others) Burton Rascoe, Joseph Hergesheimer, 
Sinclair Lewis, H.L. Mencken, and Hugh Walpole. Mr. Mencken, 
for instance, admired Cabell greatly but (as it seems to 
7 this vriter} l largely for the wrong reasons. 
One exception to the generalization made in the 
paragraph above is Guy Holt, Mr. Cnbcll's editor with 
Robert F. McBride and Company. Seemingly he understood 
Mr. Cabell's artistic purposes. Holt had the discernment 
to see that Jurgen "embodied a plea tor monogamy 1n the 
. 8 
only convincing terms," and that Mr. Cabell's "romnntic1sm, 
like Jurgen's youth, is a queer sort or romanticism and 
not always what it appears."9 
Another exception is Co.rl Van Doren, who gives ample 
7 
Cabell's correspondence with these men is to be found 
in the recently published ~etween Friends, ed. delightfully 
by Padraic Colum and Margaret Freeman Cabell. 
8 
Introduction to the Modern Library edition of Cnbell's 




nvidence 1n Contempprarx American ?Jovelistg, 12Q.Q - 122010 
ll . 
and 1n ilameg »ranch QW>ell that be understands what Mr. 
Cabell.•s intentions are. To cite just one example, 1n the 
work first centioned be says ot Mr~ Cabell. that "His 
Po1ctesme 1a no less beautUul tor having come to be a 
10 
New York, 1922. 
11 
Nev York, 192;. 
12 . 
JJ.2· .9.ll.· t p. 106. 
13 . 
This ·edit1on was published, by the Century co., 1n 1932• 
ix 
until the middle point. or the 1950' s • . Mrs. Brewer's bib-
. 14 . . liography' often lists for this period only one or two 
items pertaining to Cabell appearing ·during the course of 
a year1 for some of the .years there is no listing whatever. 
Much more recently there have appeared a Cabell b1b-
liograpey14 and discussions or Cabell by Professor Louis· 
· 1~ ' Rub1n1 who also is quite aware or the prevailing miscon-
ceptions about · Mr. Cabell and his work. There is also 
~etween Friepdp, mentioned above, edited by Padraic Colum 
and Margaret Freeman Cabell, For ·the future, the University 
of Pennsylvania bas undertaken to publish the definitive 
edition of Mr. Cabell's letters. 
In general, the great body of scholarship and criticism 
devoted to Cabell has been unperceptive, and more than a 
little of it has been not much short of stupid. One result 
or this situation is that the term "escapist" has time after 
time been applied to Cabell, often combined with the adjec-
tive 0 romant1c.n Both terms are inaccurate, as this study 
will attempt to show. 
There are, as has been already noted, exceptions to 
be made t ·o th~· generalization which begins the paragraph 
just above. 
14 . 
See rootnote l+. 
l' . In Louis Rubin, Jr., No KfiaRe m Darth (Austin, 1959), 
and in Louis Rubin\ Jr.J_ andJ'o eese oore, Ill! 19ll J?! 
.ml American ~ove~ \New ~ork, 1961). 
x 
One urg·ent need, which ban existed from tho very first 
or Mr• Cabell's publications, is for competent critical 
interpretation 1n detail. fl.r. Cabell was familiar with . 
almost every bod)" ot myth under the sun and us~d each, . some. 
occasionally and some extensively. Consequently, that . 
fictitious person1 the general reader, gets lost hopelessly 
in the.· jungle of Cabell' s adaptations and thererore misses 
a great part of what Cabell supplied. · 
ln t)le pre.sent thesis a modest attemp~ is made to 
meet 1n some measure the need as ·it concerns . Jurgen• · But 
this attempt is made ·in the tull realization that only a 
specialist in.myth and legend ·- and one who also possesses 
a feeling for e~quisite style and felicitous treatment --
can reveal with any completeness the real .Caboll. 
INTRODUCTION · 
In -this -thesis will ba used with some. ·frequency 
several · terms capable or various d~notat1ons • . It .is d~­
sirable tha~ their. meanings -- as t .hey are . employed .. in 
this .study • .;. be set forth. · 
· · By Cabell' s ·morality will ·b~ indicated his recogni-
. . . . 
tion ·of what to. him is. good.- and or what _ is bad, involving 
the approval- of the former.: and the disapproval of the latter. 
' ' I • ' 
', ·In this study the term romantic will be used to in- . 
dicate material which deals with the mediaeval1 the ch1val-
ric1 the far•away1 the long-ago1 the supernatural1 the 
matter of Britain, of France, ·and of Rome the Great; and 
the personages and happenings or. myth~. and legends. 
By rational will ~e ~eant that which is based upon 
reason or . the ·intellectual .faculty, hence d~vergent from 
and opposed . to the ·fanc11'Ul, the romantic, and the idealis-
. . 
tic.- :: The fanciful,- the romantic, and. _the 1de_al1st1c may 
depart from actuality, whic~ the rational att~tude accepts • 
. Hence, the term rational as used herein is very often the 
near· ,e_quivalent of the term realistic. 
. 'lhe.· term reaJ.1sm as employed 1n this stUdy may be 
defined as the attempt to portray the world, 11re, human 
2 
beings, and human ex!)3rience as thay actually are. It is 
to be noted that James Branch Cabell perceive~ actuality 
1n a light other thnn that· which might prevail -when another 
views the human scene, · and '_ thercrore "act~1t.yn in his vcrks 
does not necessarily corre~pondto the "actunlity" which 
another micht perce1ve. : _liere1 ot course• /we are conrronted 
I • I 
with the problem . ot .w~t :a~tuality 1s1 and'_nt this point this 
• ' ? ' ' 
student of ,Cabell runs to~ 'cover. · She · has i:no ', intention of 
· trying to. draw back the .curtain which conceal:-s\ and disguises 
true realities. Obviously~\ she is not qualif.~ed to do so. 
Hence the"act~i ty" presented in the page~-1of' ' this study is 
the 11actual1ty" that Cabell -perceived. 
The term i!Sca.p1st will be used to designate one who 
' ~ 
. ' .. 
turns his back upon the nrealities" of human e~istence and 
seeks escape from these·: iii an imagined world thdt is nearer 
'-
the heart's desire. 
The term pesp1m1sm (s1m1larly with its corresponding 
adjective, pe§sj.mistic) in these pages designates the ten-
dency to regard the pain, · trouble, limitations, and (ap.. 
parent) injustice ·that humanity endures as imperfectly com- · 
pensated by the -happiness, success, and justice that one 
may experience. It also designates the conviction that 
high expectations and promising pros!)ects are almost in-
variably unrealized and that 1n many instances their sequels 
3 
are tragedy and disgrace. ; 
It should .be carefully· noted that t he title of this 
' . . thesi~· employs .. th~ e~pre~s1on "th~ technique of the dream 
. i ' ·. , . . 
visiori" and not merely that . qt "the _ dream vision." 
, : • • : I ' ' 
The 
. ' 
di~t1i:lction is importan~~ ;: , There is ~o ~ttem_pt to assert 
t~t the story of Jurge~ : 1s . presented as a d~eam vision. 
Jth-gon does not fall a~leep at the beginning tir the story; 
. ; . ! ; • . • • " \ • 
.;he does · pass through hfs various adventures with full 
( . . i ~. ; . ~ 
,w.~k~ng a~areness; .and ~~ does not awake at the ~nd to 
wonder at the strange t~ings that he bas experie~ced 1n 
/ . 
't 
' a dream. 
Nonetheless, Cabell's' Jurgen has many points of cor-
" respondence to the various dream visions that are t o ·,be 
. : l 
found in the literatures of many co'Wltries. To cite -.a,_ few 
instances, thirteenth and fourteenth century French l~tera-
. . ' 
ture produced the Roman 2!!. l:!l Rose, begun by Guillaume\ de · 
\ 
Lorris and completed by Jean de Meun, which was translated 
into English by Geoffrey Chaucerl; the Paradys d'Amour~; 
of Froissart; and the anonymous Songg ~2• In English 
1 
·. The Works ,gt Georrre~ Chaucer ed. F .N. Robinson•" 
second edition (Boston, 19 7) 1 PP• ~64-5. · 
2 
l!?.!,g., p. 266. 
4 
literature there are numerous dream visions by Chaucer (The 
Book f2! the Duchess, Ih2. House Rt ~' I.ill!, Parliament .Qt 
F_owls, The Legend 91: Good Wom11n) t there is I.h§. Pearl§ and 
th.ore is Ih2, Vi~ion of Piers PiO"w'I!lan• Later, there ia, 
among otbars, Bunyan's P1lt:rim 1s gogross. The three last 
mentioned bear n st:.-ong resomblanoe ti') Jurgen in their 
moralistic and religious intont. And it should be noted 
also that Dante's Divina Coecdx closely resembles the 
dream vision genre; all that need be supplied is tha slumber 
or Dante ~"'ld his subsequent o.wakening. Also to bo noted 
is that Cabell's Jurgen u.isits Hell and Heaven. That he 
by-passed Purgatory is understandable. 
In the dream vision gonre there is invariably n jour-
ney of the dreamer into strange or re~ote regions where 
very rocarkable things talce place. In brier, 1n the various 
dream visions of literature, one meets with very muc~ the 
same sort of thing that is to be round in Jurgen. There 
is journsy.1.ng or quasting; there are characters vhioh : 
transcend in one way o~~ another the c oramon run of huraa..-11 ty; 
there is action that is not characteristic of actual llte; 
. I 
and there is invariably a purpose towo.rd whose realization 
all or these details are directed. 
Not the least important of these 1n Jurgen is the 
purpose. As this study will attempt to -show, Cabell's 
5 
purpose was to employ material characteristic or the dream 
vision ~ material that is conventionally regarded as 
romantic -- as a vehicle for the expression of moral 
values relating to the world of actuality.· 
Thus, 1n many respects, Mr. Cabell resembles Edmund 
Spe~ser. In Jurgen and in many other Cabell books what 
we actually meet with is "a continued Allegory, or darke 
conceit" (Spenser's letter 'to Raleigh). Like SpenseT, 
Ca.bell uses the material of mediaeval romance; like 
SpensElrt he employs knighthood and quests and wicked en-
chanters and fair ladies, some of whom are no better than 
they should be. But one important difference should be . 
noted. Although Spenser shows us the seamy side of life 
and of men through allegory 'cas in the House of Pride), the 
Red ·cross Knight wins throughJ the great dragon is 
slainf the _Tree of Life and the Well of L1£e confer 
strength and sola~e and healing. The high purposes of 
Gloriana are, in the end, always triumphantly served. 
On the other hand, while Cabell's settings, atmosphere, 
and pervading tone are romantic and his characters 
are at least not· flesh and blood people in their external 
appearance (many or them are mythological), neverthe-
less, in these· romantic people and in these romantic 
settings, actual and not idealized human nature 
6 
displo.ys itself, and so does human c!ectiny and the lot cf 
man. Never were ther.$ more · bitter pills more curiously -
and deceivingly -- sugar-coated, by symbol and allegory, 
than thesG. 'In other words, Cabell creates illusions to 
dispel illusions. 
The various parts of this study deal with various 
episodes in Jutgen, episodes in ~hich Jurgen progresses from 
one region to another and from one set of circumstances to 
another \11th no very immediately apparent relationship 
between_ any tvo of h1s adventures. This apparent lack of 
unity is deceiving. What W'l \:d.tnesst it we are perceptive, 
is not an a~esa progression to region after region but 
a series of related allegories, each ot which concerns it-
self' with some aspect of reality, the moral values involved 
therein, and man's "reasonable" adjustment to these 
realities. The unity or this thesis rests upon the same 
basis in that it attempts to preDcnt the various facets of 
Cabell'$ dominant purpose. 
7 
CI!APTF..R I 
Mature of Cabell's Hatorial and His Use 
· of ltf King Smo1t and Philistia 
In the introduction to this study, the m~tarial that 
Cab~ll uses in .Turaen was characterized in l!fore:~or: ress·~i. 
general torma. Thia obnpter will attmnpt to 1nd1cnto the 
nature or that material mora specifically and 1n greater 
detail and to make clear hC"..t l:r. Cabell used this material 
as a vehicle tor his more serious purposes. · 
In J:µp&on the action bec1ns in Po1otesme, a region 
wbich "ona commentator ha.s. idont~ied as the combination ot 
two French provinces, Poitiers plus Angaulemo~ In any 
ev:0nt 1 t is an imaginary creation or Mr. Cabell, a mediaeval 
land which is bounded on the north by King Arthur's Dri-
tain and on tha 3outh by Asia Minor. During the course of 
the various novels l'1hich ir.nke up what Cabell calls ,,'the 
Biography," this region acquiros a number or wholly .. 1n-
credible and e~ually delightful boundaries including 
"Constantinople and Barbary, Massalia, Aqu1to.ino, Navarre, 
Portugo.l, ~ome, Alexandria, Arcadia, Olympia, Asgard, and 
the Jeruso.lems Old and New• "2 It 1s a land in which (in 
1 
Wagenknecht, P• 342. 
2 
·Carl Van Doren, James Branch Cabell (New York, 192S'), p. 32. 
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tha words or its creator) "almost anything 1s rather moro 
than likely to happen." And lt does. 
Those wbo prefer to be det1n1te about matters geo-
graphical can refer to a map ot Poictesme ("James Branch 
Cabell !ecit, atter Biilg•s chart, 179211 ).3 
On this map can be located the site of Jurgen' s pawn-
broker' a shop 1n Beauvillagef the C1stercian Abbey neor 
which Jurgen encountered a black gentleman whose "sharp 
nails glittered like tlame-po1nts"J Amneran Heath, regarded 
as a very dangerous place by all prudent f olkJ Upper and 
Lower Morven, to be avoided even more CB1"1.tul1YJ Bellegnrde, 
the residence ot Count Emmer1ckJ and the cave rrom which start 
Jurgen•s adventures. 
Presumably within a reasonable distance ot Poictesme 
are all the territories that Jurgen visited, including 
the Garden between Dawn and Sunrise. Adjacent to that 
place, to the south, live the fairies and the gnomes; to 
the right are the Valkyries, with their allies, the 
Amazons and the Cynocepbal11 northward are to be tound the 
Leprachnuns1 and the Sphinx pastures on o. near-by mountain, 
visited now and then by Cerberus.!+ 
3 ~., following P• 4-2. 
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Jurgen• s trnvels take him, among other places, to the 
relllm of Glnthion1 to the Green Castle, held by the giant, 
Graemagog; to a Druid rarest inhabited by a Erown Man vith 
Queer Feot1 to the land or Cooalgne5 to tha region ot 
Leuke, wherein was located the city ot PseUc1opolis1 to the 
Internal Regions; and to the Heo.ven of J'urgen•a grandmother. 
The roster ot place-names is g1ven here to show the 
predominantly romantic natur<t or Cabell' s material. A 
roll-call ot the characters which appear 1n Jyrgen would 
suigest the romantic just as strongly. Here are a tew 
selected and representative chnractersa Nessua, the Centaur1 
Thragnor1 Yolo.ndaf Gogyrvan Vawr1 OU1.nevere1 Ana1t1s1 
Cbloris1 Belen, the delight ot Gods and Men1 Achilles1 
Dolores 1 Flor1.JDel1 and Koshcnei. 
Thia romantic material 1s gathered trom a number ot 
sources. Some ot these sources are Geoffrey ot Monmouth, 
the Mab1nog1ont J.!alory, Greek ~hology, Scandinavian and 
and Germanic myth, Buddhistla and Hindu lore, mediaeval 
superstitions, Russian tollc lore, the fertility cul.ta of 
the East, and the Apocalypse. It may also be noted that 
Cabell, while he vas pre po.ring Jltrgen, waa reading Ihl. 
L8gend Rt !b!. q1or1gua Adventures ~ l'.z1 Ulenspiegal. bJ 
Charles de Coster, translated from the French by Geoffrey 
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Wh1t\'lorth.~ Thi~ student is au.re that there are other 
saurces, but the ones centioned hero have been definite~ 
recognized by her. 
Tho .first pitfall to be avoided 1n any attempt to com-
prehend Cabell's purposes 1n Jµrgan is that or assuming 
that tbe story•a characters and adventures vere created for 
thoir own sake and have no s1gnificnnce beyond that of 
forming a rainbow web of romantic enchantment. Indeed, 
this p1trall awaits the reader 1n almost all of Caboll's 
bool:s, and Mr. Cabell does not place any warning red lan-
terns around the pit. On the contrary, Mr. Cabell repeatedly 
suggests that his aim is to write perfectly about beaut11'ul 
happenings. Actwill.y, he is only bD.lt serious. He does 
write with something vory near portectionJ but his subject 
catter, when one penetrates the glamorous mist that sur-
rounds 1t, is often tar from beaut1.f'ul. 
The romantic material that Cabell uses in so many of 
his novels is quite evidently the principal vehicle ror 
his true purposes, and as it serves his purposes, Cabell 
values it. But it should be noted that be has no reverence 
for it for its cn-.-n sake. He employs it because it is use-
ful to him and not because it is romantic mnterial with 
s 
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poss1b1l1t1e• or its own. On the contrary, at times he 
uses tho porsono.ges or myth and lege&U, the fail"Y' background, 
the machinery or folk belief and magic to produce an effect 
that is little - it at all - short or tb:t burlosque. 
What bappons in these instances is 1n ettect a roduc;t1o ~ 
absurdum. I think there can be no doubt thnt such parod1e;s 
or the conventional materials or encbantmont nre quito 
consciously executed by Mr. Ca.bell, the master or the 
dol1cato touch and the creator or perfect tone and atmos-
pbe~. Mr. Cabell 1s too much of a gc.ntlem:m and too tn\Ch 
or an artist to insult hio rnw 111nter1nl un1ntentionnlly. 
One instance ot this burlesque trentcont 1s to bo 
round 1n Cabell' s account or the "Divers Imbroglios ct 
King Smoit" 1n Jurson6• 
On the particulnr night 1n question, Jurgen, sojourning 
1n the court ot King Gorgyrvan Gnwr, wns indulging in a 
jolly evening with Ar!bert and Urien, two of the king's 
barons lately returned trom Pangwaed-Gir with queer 
tales o£ tbe Trooping Faries who "garrisoned tbnt place."7 
Both or these barons were aenaoned topers, and Jurgon 
6 
The K.t.ng Smo1t story is ono or Cabell's earliest 
literaey etf'orts. It appenred 1n ~reofct February, 1902 
vith the title, "An Awiteur Chest, no€id 1n Bre~er, p. ~. 
7 This and other quotations used 1n this section are 
from Jurgen, chapter ll. 
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eventually retired to his chamber "propared f'or aeything.11 
It turr..ed out much as he had suspected. · The room was 
haunted - by 0 an impudent-looking leering phantom in a 
nu1t of old fashioned armor ••. •" and "a beaut1.tul pale 
la~~ 1n the customary flowing white draperies." 
Arter appropriate amenities bad been exchanged between 
Jurgen and his guests, the leering phantom informed Jurgen 
thnt he ·was King Smo1t and thnt the lady in the !'lowing 
draperies was Queen Sylvia Tereu, his ninth wife. Jurgen 
had heard ot r~g Smoit and was aware that the latter had 
murdored his ninth wife, his eighth wife, his fifth wife, 
and his third wife and was known ns the l3lack Kine be-
cause he W&S considered Uthe W1Cltedest monarch that ever 
reigned in Qlatbion and the Red Isl.aru'le.n 
!be visitation or these spirits wns to request Jurgen•s 
assistance in °a delicate affair." n.ng Smoit then pro-
ceeded to explain to Jurgen that just sixty-three years 
previous to that vary night be bad murdered Queen Sylvia 
Tereu "in circumstances of peculiar brutality." 
· Some two years after this murder, Smoit bad been cap. 
t~d: by Duke Corineus or cormrnll Md in reprisal far 
•mori-y. lnrcon1es and throat-cuttings" had been incarcerated 
1ti ·a . ••noisome dungeon. n He had been "d1ssat1sf1od with 
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his quarters," quito underttnndably, or course. So 
Smoit ~lev his gaolor, on net quite distastetul to him, 
for he wa:l eetting along in y.aars nnd had &rm;n tired of.' 
killing peoplo. Yet, since tt-.e vnrlot gaoler hnd boen 
dull-witted, had had no "bowels at compassion," end h:id 
been deaf' to hints ot bribery, the wretch's lU'o ho.d 
seomod to Smoit "of no ovorwhel.Ding importance." Jurgen 
agreed that ,.,hat Smoit ho.d done wo.s "uno.voidnble." 
ShortlY therentter, unfortunately o.nd quite annoyingly, 
just ns he was on the point or being carried to Kine 'fyt·nog•a 
daughter - who would have ooen his thirteonth wtte - £rno1 t 
tripped, fell down his cnatle steps, nnd broke his nock. 
"Upon my word, 1t made mo think thore nieht bo something, 
after all, 1n those superstitions nbout thirteen being 
an unlucky mmber." 
But tho roD.l dirf1cUlty vns thnt nmo1t had been con-
dormed by Etornal JUstice to hnunt the scenos ot his 
crimes on their respoct1va ann1versnr1oa. 0:1 tirst con-
sideration, this seemed simple enough, and Smoit \la& 1.n-
clinod to make no complaints, although on each occns1on it 
did "rather break into tlw evonin;." But "life" is never 
ni.Ilplo. ot course, 1t is ax1ocat1c tbnt one &hould be 
caretul about ono•s ~urdors, but who can keep books en 
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this soi~t of thing, especially \-1hen one is contined in a . 
noisome dungeon? It rather disturbs one•s orientation. 
In any ovont. Smo1t, just betore dnwn on the feast day of 
the holy st. ·V1tus, had murdered his gaoler. with a cobble-
ntone, entirel.y forgetful that some yea.rs previously, at 
tha same hour of the same day, be had murdered his ninth 
w1:re, Queen Sylv1a Tereu. 
The dU'ficuJ.ty :t.'aced by Smo1t was that he ~s required 
to re-onnct two ghostly murders on their anniversaries al"A4 
that embarrassingly these anniversaries tell upon the same 
day at the same hour and had occurred 1n two distant 
places; .and, according to the nature or things,. not even 
ghosts are ubiquitous. 
At this point, Queen Sylvia Toreu voiced an under• 
stondable gr1evance1 
8 
And you murdering insignificant stran-
gers on such a d.ey'! •••· lou climbing out 
of jnil windows figged out as a lady abbess, 
on an n;mive1·sury you ought to have kept 
on your knees 1n unavnili~ ropentencel But 
you we:re a hard man, Smo1 t9 w.d 1 t was 
little loving courtesy you showed your . 
wife nt a time when she mi~ht reasonably 
look to be .remembered, and that 1s a fact. 
· Probably the understatement or tho centU17• 
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Smoit continued to bewail the fact that his 
"heedlessness" mde it necessary ror him to haunt two se-
parate places on oach fi.f'teenth or June. "Well, but tbat 
was· justico·," Jurgen reminded him. Smoit'a reply ~a!lt "It 
may have been justice ~ • ·• but cy point is that _1t hap. 
pened to be 1mpossible.0 
Fortunately, as Smoit informed Jurgen, 1n previous 
yoars he had been a1dad by his great.great-grandfather 
Penpingon Vreichvras ap Myld'Wal.d Glasianiot, who had the 
family taco and could oas11y ba mistak0n for Smo1t. This 
anceetor bD.d, 1n place. or Smoit, enacted the lattar's 
~aer ot Queen Sylvia Tereu each year on its anniversary, 
with much verve, to the entire sat1s!act1on or all. Queen 
Sylvia 'l'ereu could not forbear commending him tor bis 
artistry a 
Indeed, ••• he handled his sword very 
dii'f'ere.ntly from you, my doar. It \:laa a 
thrilling pleasure to be murdered by 
P~npingo11 Vreichvrus ap Myldwo.ld Gle.sienief, 
and I shall always regret him. 
She wOUld always regret him, tor new, unfortunately, 
the t0rm 1n Purgatory assigned to Penpigon Vreichvras ·ap 
Myldwald Glas1en1at had o~pired, and he had been admitted 
1nto Beaven. He must have been a gentle soul, to be 
properly cloansod of all bis sins attar tho term ot only 
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four liVillb generations. 'Dut his admiasion into tho lf.!"e 
that nover dies had raised emburrnnuiu~ di.f1'1cult1os ror 
Smoit. Ponpigon Vreichvro.s could nov no lo~er be too 
stand-in tor Sooit. Angels, as ia quite ruasO!'Ulblo, ~e 
not pormittod to porpetrato murders. It cieht establish a 
dcmg9roua precadent. 
JUrgen tound a!l or thi~ rogrettablo but not ~trik'"inel.7 
o~plicite .Just what was ho expoctod to do? Woll, 1t would 
appoar (tor reasons that are be:Jt not gone into) thnt 
Jureen 'll.so had the "family face." Th~ref'ore, Jurcan, like 
Penpieon Vreiohvras ap Hyldwnld Glasioniet, could co~­
vincin.~1:1 impersoD.llte S?:ioit in th9 re-ennotnsnt oi' thl) 
mu:'der of Qucan Sylvia Tereu1 thus loav!.ng Smo1t froe to 
ro-enaat the murder ot the dull-witted gaoler at tho same 
hour. This, in short, vas the nf'tlli:' or soae delicacy thllt 
Jurgen could assist in. 
"Dut I bava h.:ld no e~perionca at l"Aunting," 
Jurgon ccnfossoci. "It is a purrm1t 1n 
111hicb I do not protond to co:t;:ietence." 
At longth Jurson consented and vaa givon to drink a 
potion, acca:npanied by Druidical invocations, which would 
~1~ ~ tc!!:pornry 1rurub~U:mtial1ty. Arul ao Jurgen prep:Arud 
to haunt, with Queen Sylvia Tereu, the \.,'hito Turret of the 
C:J.Gtlo, for tbs hour ot three W:l:l fast approaching. When 
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the drink r.:.tld t aken e ffect, Jur{;cn found his now CIDJ10U-
voro.bil1ty quite f'nac1nnting. lte sailed around 11ko Hnry 
l'fnrtin in the role of Peter Pun. Surprisingly, and gr&t1-
fyingly, Jurgon found bimsoli' nnle to float richt th~cugh 
the ceiling or his room, which he did, for prnctic~ . Thus 
Jureen round h1oself 1n the room imttediately abovo his own, 
l:here was quartered the Bishop of Merion. 
Iris ominenco was not alono, cut ns toth 
~cupa.nts or the npnrt:::Lent were nslGap, 
Jurgen witnasced nothing unep1acop~l. 
Smoit 1nfo~~ed Jurgen th!l.t Queen Sylvia would 1~struct 
him in the details of the perf ort:lrulce they were shortly to 
give, assuring him that the Lady of the Laite, who occupied 
the room or the murd9r that night, was probably lln4lcqua1nted 
with the details and would not bo ve'f:'1 critical or tho por-
forcance. Then, since it was high time that Smo1t kept 
his appo1ntmant in Cornwall, "he ir.elted into n1r, with an 
niry confidence thnt baspokq long practice: and J'Urgen 
followed Queen Sylvia Tereu.n 
Dame Ana1t1s, tho LD.dy or tho Lako, occupied the White 
Turret t~t night. 
Any ghost, ovon an ~pprcntice, could 118.ve 
acquitted hitc.Sel! with crod1t in such 
surronndinesl and Jurgen thoueht he did 
extro:oely ~e l. Ee was atav1stically bru-
tal, n.."'ld to improvise the o.c~ot!panying 
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dinlogua ha did .not find difficult •••• 
The Lady of the Lake leaned back among the 
pill0t'1s ,- and wi t".le:ssed the remainder of 
tho terrible scene with remarkable self-
possGssion. So :it was that the tragedy 
swelled to its appallj.ng c!imaxt and . 
sub~ided handsomely, Jurgen dragged 
••• the insensate body fof his temporary 
wife] across the ·floort 'by the hair of 
her head, and had co.rerully remembered 
first to put her ·comb in his pocket, as 
Queen Sylvin had requested, so that it 
would not be lost. He had given vent to 
several fiendish 11Ha+ha 1s" and nll the 
high 1mpreco.ti ons he rema.rabered. 
Although ·1t is perhaps laboring the obvious, it may 
be pointed out that in this _episode Cabell has pushed his 
romantic m;;i.teriD.l and characters to -- or even beyond --
tbe :very ver ge or the ludicrous. It is true thll.t he has 
. 
·disguised by his suavity and deftness of touch the crude 
·exe.gcoration which commonly characterizes travesty or bur-
lesque so that the' high absurdity of the whole affair 
might escape thA careless er unperceptive reader. But 
Mr. Ca.boll did not write with the careless or unperceptive 
roader. particularly 1n mind.-
Stripping his bas1.~ material of its attractivo paoki-
agtng, .lot ua see just what we have hare. we have, f'irst 
or all, the .convantional and romantic figure of the 
. . . 
uninhibited mediaeval king -in the person of King Smoit. 
But his lack or inhibition is carried to the bounds of 
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incredulity, even for those who willingly favor the artist 
with the "temporary suspension of disbelief." He murdered 
his ninth, eighth, fifth, and third wives in moments or 
"unprofitable but not unprovoked excitement," He indulged 
in "merry larcenies and throat-cuttings." And was he dis-
patched in fair combat, as just retribution tor his preda-
tory activities, by a champion or justice, a \alight in 
shining armor, whose strength was as the strength of ten 
because his heart was pure, in keeping with the noblest 
traditions of high romance? Alas, no. He tripped and fell 
down his own palace steps and broke his neck, much after 
the fashion ot Flecknoe, who fell through the trap pre-
pared by Longvil and Bruce. 
The difficulty ot haunting two places at once demon-
strates its own absurdity. This is a burlesque touch that 
one can hardly believe was unintended by Mr. Cabell. And 
as something in the nature of icing on this delightfully 
preposterous oakej we have Queen Sylvia Tereu. She resents 
her husband's failure to remember an important anniversary, 
that or her own murder at the hands ot her husband. She is 
perhaps a bit unreasonable, as wives traditionally are, but 
nonetheless she has a pointa a wife can be murdered by her 
husband only once, and such an occasion is thereby a red- . 
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letter d~ not to be torgotten, neglected, or debased by 
the unthinking slaughter at an unimportant otranger who 
is,. after all, just a oommon gaoler. And the detail or 
her requesting Jurgen to treasure her comb caretul~ during 
the1r re-enactment or the murder 1s, as a burlesque touch, 
superb. Also there 1s the implied criticism ot hor hus-
band 1n her praise or the true gentlemanl.7 technique 1n 
murdor ot Penpigon Vriechvras ap Myldwald Glo.s1en1e:f'. It 
was to her a thrilling pleasure to be murdered by him. "He 
held his sword very differently from you, ray dear." Lndies 
are appreciative or such small bUt important differences. 
It conclusive evidence of Cabell' s deliberate intent 
to treat this material in the burlesque vein 1s needed, it 
may be found 1n Jurgen' a sympo.thet1o remark to Queen Sylvia 
nf'ter their re-enactment or tho murder. Quoen S;ylv1n Terou 
confided to Jurgen that unrortunate)J' ber husband did not 
understand her. JUrgen replied, 
"Indeed, it 1s a sad th1ng1 Sylv13, to be murdered by the band whicn, so to speak, 
ls swom to keep an eye on your weltare, an4 
which r1ghttully should serve you on 1 ta 
knees." 9 
9 
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If tbe preposterous mixture or figures in Jurgen•s 
reply was not deliberate, we have here one ot the prize . 
boners 1n the literature of the western world. 
. And thus .did Mr. Cabell write perfectly about beauti-
ful happenings• such as throat _ cuttings• merry larcenies• 
w1fe-slaughter9 ·Purgatory, and unepiscopal nets that (per-
haps) were never committed. 
It would appear that Mr. Cabell 1n this episode is 
not dominated to any noticeable degroo by high seriousness. 
Ne1 ther h there 1n this material any evidence that he ·1s 
an escapist seeking, ina land that he himself fashions, 
a nearer approach to things as they should be. But there 
are 1mpl1c1t in the King Smo1t episode a judgment of values 
and an evaluation or human conduct. 
The action 1s located presumably 111 Wales or 1n "the 
demesnes that there adjaoent lie," tor this portion or 
J:urgen is tull ot ·Arthurian and Celtic echoes. It is the 
land and the age ot chivalry, knight-errantry, derring-do, 
and noble ladies. But historical realism n.'USt deny . the 
high mor~ code, the dod1cat1on, nnd the spiritual sens1-
t1v1ty that, according to mediaeval romance, characterized 
this region and this period. Therefore, in Cabell' s account 
we have the former king of Glathion and the Red Islands 
disposing or' tnadequate or displeasing wives as the whim 
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strikes him, indulging 1n meJ:r7 larcenies and throat-
cuttings; and slaughtering gaolers who were not amenable 
to reason ... or to brlbes. Here ve have a world ot rugged 
individualism~ personal initiative, and looa.1 selt-
government that might well ~ellght &n'1 toe of the soow;. 
istic state, but 1;he musical score to the libretto bears 
a remarkable resemblance to tbat part of the third movement 
ot Beethoven's Fifth Symphony which is dominated by the 
11loud bassoon." 
Nor should the lady in "the customary flowing white 
draperies" ~ overlooked. Queen Sylvia Tereu•a sensitive 
· and feminine nature quite understandably was wounded by 
' 
her husband's lack of' delicacy, as evidenced by his 
failure to nemember the anniversar)r of her murder, especial~ 
since he was so 1mmed1.ately involved in 1t. Obviously be 
didn't understand bar or value at their true worth the 
finer feelings ot the radiant being that had been en-
trusted to his keeping. His was the hand tbat should 
keep an eye upon her welfare and rightfully serve her upon 
its bended knee. 
Be1ond doubt Cabell's treatment or this episOde 18 
satiric, and one. or .the important tools of the satirist is 
the rational point or view. The romantic or the escapist 
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has aa much use tor satire as a bf.rd bas tor gills and 
tins. Smo1t1a lack ot 1nh1blt1ons and Sylvia 'J:ereu•s 
sens1tlv1ty are ta1r game for moral 1nd1otment, and Cabell 
pursues bis .qwirry effective~. 
But tbrriugbout JMgen cabell ia interested in etteots 
much different tram those of the burlesque• an4 to secure 
these he employs mater~l seemingJ.7 at variance with bis 
bitter and realistic .intents. It is pos$1ble to :regard 
the King Smoit episode as a satire on the high absurdity 
ot much· romantic material• Slmllarly, the war betveen 
Pseudopolis and Ph111st1a ~ be regarded as sat1r1cal.1 
but much more bitterty so than is the King Smoit episode. 
And here again Mr. Cabell t1U118 to tbe .realm ot legend and 
myth, achieving an even stronger contrast between the rich 
threads of the fabric and .the bitterly d1s1llus1onlni 
figures. these threads form as the authoi- weaves bis tapestry. 
The glory that waa·areece, the Homeric splendor, and 
the class1cal beauty of Greek ~th and Bellen1o thought 
undoubtedl7 appealed strongly to Cabell. With bis remarkable 
gift tor appreciating and tash1on1ng the beautUult it · 
could hardly be otherw1Se. But did be believe that this 
nobillty, .th1s happiness, this high endeavor had actually 
ever been attained or coul4 be actualq attained? In this 
connection tbore sbOUl.d be a1gnit1oanoe 1n the fact that 
Co.bell, 1n cbnpter 27 ot Jurgen, gave the name Pseudopolls 
to that c1t7 of Leub 1.nbobite1 by Queen Bel.an, •tbe great 
Achille• vhom ,,. kmv," and all their splendid campaniona. 
there can be 11 ttle doubt that Cabell intended Paeudopolla 
to be the geographical embod1Mnt or the beautU'ul Greek 
dream, and 1t would appear that the name Paeudopolia indi-
cates bis conviction that oven to the Greeks it vu un-
attainable• But certatnl7 this embodiment did stand tor 
acmetb1n.g, even U that scmethlng vere unattainable. A 
review ot developments 1n chapter 27 and the 1mmedlntel3' 
following chapters of JUtgep vlll permit a closer look at 
this matter. 
JUrgen, having departed tram Cocnigne and from Queen 
Anait1a, arrived 1n the land of Leuke, vbere dwelt the Field 
People and the People ot the Wood.a. It bad been reported 
to him that tbe abode of Queen Bolen vu 1n this lnnd, and 
Jurgen very much wished to visit and see this queen, tor 
reasons to be noted elsewhere 1n this •tu.d7· "So be inquired 
forthwith the "87 that one might qu1ckl.1est come into the 
presence ot Queen Belen.lo Bl• 1ntormant was a hamadr)'ad, 
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one o£ the People . or the Forest, who inhabited a large 
oak nearby~ She pointed, and JU.rgen· ".saw Pseudopolis aa a 
city bullded or gold and ivory, now all a dazzling gl11;ter 
under a bard-Seeming sk;y that _appeared u.nusuall.1 remote 
trom ea:rth •. "11 _ The hamadryad also. ·lntorined b1m that Belen, 
the Swan's daughter, was now wedded ·to the son of Peleus · 
~ . i 
·and that these two ruled 1n Pseudopol!a~ · 
"For tbe7 report," said the llamadr,yadt 
"that 1n Ades• drearJ' kingdom Achilles 
remembered her beauty, and by this memory 
was heartened to break the b0nds ot Adea1 
so ·did Achilles, King of Men, and all his 
ancient comrades come forth resistlessly 
upon a second quest or this Helen. vhm 
people call - andt as I think, with con-
siderable eXllggeration1 -- the wonder of this world. Then the Gods tul.tilled the 
· desire of Achilles, . because, they sat~,.- the 
man who bas once beheld Queen Belen W1ll 
never 8Jl1' more regain contentment so 
long as bis 11.te lacks this vonder or the 
world• · PersonallYt I would dislike to 
think that all men are so toolish.,"12 
The somewhat disparaging comments upon the surpa8sing 
' . 
beaut7 "ot Queen Belen are· not necessarily indicative ot 
. . . . ' 
Cabell' s skepticism but rather ot the temn1ne nature or 
the hamadryad, who 1s unwilling to concede the beauty or 
another teniale. 
•,11 ' 
.. ::. oo. ' 
12 . 
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Jurgen .was determined .to visit Pseu,dopolis and did 
. . 
s_o,. but his visit there need not concern :us at. t~is time • 
.. 
Now Pseudopol1s · •.. was at war w1 th 
·. · Philistiaa. so it befell at this season 
· Leuk:e was invaded by an arutY ·or .. Philistines, · 
led by: their Queen ·oolores.L::J • .- •. They · · 
came· from the coast, a terrible army . . 
insaneJ.y clad in such g~ments as had . · · 
· been commanded by Ageusl~. a god of tbeirs1 
· · and chanting psalins 1n honor or their god 
Vel-Tynol5,-who had inspired this crusades 
th:ua they ascended unreasonably toward · 
Pseudopolis, and encamped before the city.16 
Before the decisive battle, queen Dolores .addressed 
. . . 
he_r . warriors., · and Achil~est King ot Pseudopol~~t addressed 
his to~lowers! In part, Dolores spoke as fol:J.,ows a . . 
. - . 
.. "Whenever you come to blows with the 
enemy he ·will be beaten. No m1i:cy will · 
be shown, no prisoners taken.". ·1 . . .. . 
Meanwhile, within the city Achilles, 
King of Men, addressed his army. And he · 
spoke thus to the assembly . of godlike · . · 
. heroes a 
13· . 
· ··The name Dolores : seems to suggest one who brings 
sorrow. ·· 
14:. : 
Ageus; an anagram· of the word usage. 
·1' 
. ~ Vel-Tyno, an ana~ram ot the word novelty• 
·'16 :· 
· · .. JUrgen, _. P• 230. · · 
' . 
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. . . "The eyes ot all the world will be_ . . , 
upon ,-ou, because you are in some spec1al. 
sense the soldiers of .R~e .•.. Let it be 
your prlde, therefore, to show all men 
everywhere, . not . onl.1' what good soldiers 
you are, but also what goOd men l'OU are, 
keeping yourselves fit and straight in . 
everything' and pure and .clean through 
and througn. Let us set ourselves a · 
standard so high that it will be a glory 
to live up to itt and then let us live up 
to it, and add a new laurel to the crown 
ot Pseudopolts., May theGods ·ot Old 
keep you and guide you.nl8 
The Pb111~tlnes fought with the aid or ua· more hor• . 
rible i'Orm of Greek . fire, · which conauined whatever was . not 
gray-colored.. For that_. color. alone was now favored by 
their ·aod Vel-'l'yno.. •And. _all ·other ooiors, • bis . oracles 
bad decreed, 'are forevermore abominable, until I S-G¥ 
otherw1se.•ttl9 
.~ •. the trumpet wo.S sounded!.· and the battle 
was joined. . And that d~ he forces Of 
Phillatia were evecywbere triumphant. But 
they report a queer thing happened• and it 
was that! when the Philistines shouted 1n 
· their tr umpht Achilles and all those who · 
served him rose from the ground like 
gleaming clouds and passed above the heads 
of the PhilistinG.st de-r1d1ng them.20 · . 
. 18 
Ibid., P• 231. 
19 




Pseudopolis fell, and the Philistines entered it, 
"They defiled this city of beautifUl .colors; and then burned 
it as a sacrifice to their god Vel-Tyno, beoause the color 
ot ashes is · gray .. n2l , 
Thon were, the People of the Field and the People., or 
the Woods, who had taken no part in the war between the 
Philisti~es and Pseudopolfs~ subjugated by the followers 
ot Vel-Tyno,. . Jurgen and his bamadryad were summoned before 
•.. . . . 
their wise -men and were accused of beS,ng illusions, the 
. . 
penalty : for which was ballisbment into . the respective limbos 
\ •• : • • ' • • • • • • • t 
. .. . . ' . 
ot thair · f'athers • . Thus ·chloris, tho hamadryad, faced the 
prospect of Hades and Jurgen ot Bell. 
. NOW. a court was beld by the Philistines 
to decide whether or no King Jurgen should 
be relegated to limbo. And when · the judges were prepared for judging!· ' there~ 
came into the court a groat tumb e•bug2T 
rolling 1n front of him his loved and 
21 .. 
Ibid •. , . p~~ 232. 
22 
. · . : "A~ ot various scarabaeid dung beetles which roll 
up globular masses or dung 1n which tbey deposit their eggs 
and in which the larvae develop," from Ih2. American College 
pict.ionarx• . · . 
: ' . 
. i 
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properly housed. '1oun& ones•· · · This in-:. · · 
sect looked at Jurgen, and wi.th its pin- . 
cers rose erect 1nborror.-:· Th6bug cried 
to the three judges, "Now, , by St. AnthO!l1'1 . 
·this Jurgen must torth\lith bO relegated· · ·. 
to limbo, tor he is offensive and lewd and . 
. lascivious and ·1ndecant•"23 · ' · · .. . 
Both Jurgen and Chloris were · ad3udged to be Ultialens ··and 
wero .sentenced to :be dispntcbed 'to Hell ·and to Hadss ~ ~be · 
' 
ti~· tor _their :parting .:ba:<i come•· .. . : .. : · · ·· . · · · : · ·. '· 
I , . 
· "Farewell to you :now; JUrgenl'* says : " " 
Chloris, weeping ~ottly. "It is little I 
oere what foolish words these · priests ·t>f · · 
.> • •• 
' ;, 
Phil1stia inaY utter against rae. :But the 
b1g .... armed axe-men are tell1tig my tree · 
yonder, to get them timber to make a · 
bedstead for -the Queen of Ph111st1aa toi- " 
that is what this Queen Dolores ordered ·\ 2lt . 
·them ·to do tho first thing this morning•"\ · '·:· · 
\. 
· It should be noted tbat Cabell, the narrator .... gives· 
every .. 1nd1cat1on ot being. sympathetic~ disi:>osed ~owarcl 
, the inhabi~ts of PseUdopolia and critical - s.t tho vorcl 
. . ~ .. 
is strongenough - ot the Pb1l1at1nes and of the·1~· values 
and attitudes., . Achilles, Helen,· Agamemnon9 and Ajm(~elemon 
. \ . 
. are, of·, course, inventions.. fhe:y belong to the: world bt 
. ~ \ 
"rcxnance," the word being here used 1n a broad sense. Mq 
we then assU111e 1;bat Mr. Cabell iat 1n bis inclinations aniJ. .· . 
. ; . 
23 . ' 
The episode ot tbe. tumble-bug did not appear in the 
original version ot i)rgen~ It will be discussed further below. 
. . ~ . 
24 
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1n his beliefs, "romantic"? In his inclinations, yes1 1n 
his beliefs, evidentl.y not. Thebes and lthica and Prtam•s 
neighbors seem.ingl.y represented for him "one equal temper 
ot heroic hearts,tt but, alas, a splendor and a beauty that 
was higher than actuality and "beyond life." Hence Mr. 
Cabell called the city in Leuke Pseudopolis• 
The glorious world of ancient GreekDlJ'th and epic 
grandeur was, apparent].y, to Mr• Cabell a dream of that 
·which never was, in actuality. But what a.n inspiring and 
beautiful dream it wasl And did not the Greeks most nearly 
approximate its beauty? As Cabell retnarks elsewhere2', 
only man of all animals is capable of playing ape to his 
dreams. But has man, in actuality, done so? This query 
leads, I think, to an appropriate consideration of tbs 
Philistines in Jurgen. 
Matthew Arnold's use of the term Pbiliiiiine! to desig-
nate those characterized by unpercept1veness, crudity, 
stupid! ty t materialism., and indifference to the best that 
bas been thought and known in the -world is too tamlliar to 
be emphasized here. There can be little doubt, seemingl.Y, 
that Mr. Cabell used the term similarly in lµt&ell•· We have 
31 
then, embodied 1n the Ph111st1ne-Pseudopol1s episOde in 
iurgen the author's pessimistic conviction that stupidity 
inevitably must triumph over and destroy the highest and 
most beautiful concepts of man. In J:Brsen the Philistines 
give every appearance of representingt regrettably, the 
great body of mankind. Who are their gods? . They are Ageust 
Vel-Tyno, and Sespbra26, al1d these names are rather obvious 
anagrams ot, respectively, usage, novg2itJ:t and wases. 
The world has come to be the Great Desert Of the Boza.rts. 
It 1s governed and dominated by those who blindly .follow 
established custom, constantly seek after vulgar novelty, 
and who bow low before the ttwisdomtt of catch-phrases 1 
"Honeaty is the best policy"; "First to thine own self be 
truettg "What's good for General Motors is good for the 
country.11 Mr. Cabell surel.1' must have experienced an 
understandable sense of satisfaction as he penned his ac-
count of bow Achilles and hiw followers "rose from the 
ground like gleaming clouds and passed above the heads ot 
the Philistines, deriding them." It he bad been the beau-
t1fUl and unrealistic dreamer that he has so often been 
thought .to be, would be not have made Pseudopolis triumph? 
26 
All three are mentioned 1n iJ:µrsmi, p. 242. 
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':Chen, too even 1n that beauti:t'Ul city builded or gold 
and ivory and peopled by Homeric heroes, there wns the · 
. . . . 
rotten spot, or perhaps its symbol was only the realistic 
pnophet. At the conclusion· of Achilles• noble exhortation 
. , (deliberately contrasted with· the · savage words thtit the 
Philistine queen addressed. to her followers), Thersitea27 
muttered into his beard, "'Certainly, fair-haired Pelides 
has iearned from history with what weapon a strong man 
discOmi'its the Ph111stines.• 028 Obviously; the weapon 
referred· to is the jaw-bone or an ass, with which Samson 
wrought havoc .among the Philistines~ according to the Bible. 
Mr. Cabell's subtlety is evident here. The implication in-
tended may be that Achilles' noble words are those formed 
. 
by the jaw-bone of an ass; namely that or Achilles for in-
dulging in nobility of sentiment, or it may be that the 
27 . 
The deformed character in Homer's Iliad beaten by 
Ulysses and the snake-tongued character in Shakespeare's 
fro1lus ~ Cressida whose pronouncement on the struggle 
for Helen, "far on the ringing plains of windy Troy t" 
was "All the argument is a cuckold and a wb.ore1 " and 
"Lechery, lechery1 still wars and lecheryl" (rt.111,77.8 
and v,11,196-?). 
28 
Jurgen, P• 231. 
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only weapon which may overcome the Philistines is not the 
heroic sword but one which will vulgarize the user. Hence, 
even victory over the Philistines entails unavoidable de-
basement on the pa.rt of the user of the weapon. E1tber 
interpretation is difficult to reconcile with the concoption 
of Mr. Cabell as the romantic idealist. 
It is now desirable to focus attention upon the Judging 
of J'Urgen by the Philistines and the arrival of the tumble. 
bug as Jurgen•s accusor, bringing against him charges of 
being "offensive and lewd and lascivious and indecent." 
It should be noted that this particUlar passage concerned 
with the tumble-bug was not written and ~as not inserted 
into the text ot ;;ureen until after several editions or the 
novel had been published and 1 t and its author had been . 
attacked and reviled ror being obscene. The tumble-bug 
obv1ousl1 represents the obtuse and vindictive critics who 
so 0 righteouslyn attacked .JUrgsm. Acoordinglft it would 
appear that while 1n the episode as or:tginally written 
Philistia represents the world 1n ganeral, in the inserted 
tumble-bug passage Philistia is the United States of America.. 
Upon Jurgen's asking the tumble-bug to indicate some 
basis tor his accusations, the latter replied, 
"You are offensive••. because this page 
has a sword which I choose to say is not a 
sword. You are lewd because that page bas 
a lance which I pref er to think is not a 
lance. You are lascivious because yonder 
page has a staff' which I elect to declare 
is not a staff,. And finally-t you are in-
decent for reasons of which a description 
would be objectionable to me, and which 
theref~e I must decline to reveal to any-
. body. fti::!~ . 
Jurgen then appealed to his judges: 
"••• For you gentlemen can see ror your .. 
selves, by considering these pagea·f'airl.y 
and as a whole, that these pages bear a 
sword and a lance aru1 a starr, and nothing 
else whatever! and you will deduce, I 
hope! that al the lewdness is in the :tnsec-
tiva mind of him who itches to be calling .· 
these things by other names." 30 
The 3udges remained silent, but all the other Philistines 
stood with their eyes tightl.1' closed and said; 
"We decline to look at the pages fairly' and 
as a whole, because to look might seem to 
1mpl.J' doUbl# or what the tumble-bug has de-
creed. Besides, as long as the tumble-bug 
has reasons which he declines to revflal, 
his reasons stay unanswerable:, and you are 
plainly' a prurient rasc
1
ai who are making 








When Jurgen protested that instead of being a prurient 
rasecil, ho was merely a poet and made literature, the 
tumble-bug resumeda 
~ut in Ph111st1a to make literature and 
to make trouble tor yourself are synonyms ••• 
t"or already we ot Ph111st1a have been pes-
tered by three of these makers ot literature. 
Yes, ; there was Edgar, whom'!. starved and 
hunted until I was tired of ita then I 
chased him up a back alley one night, and 
knocked out those annoying brains of his. 
And there was Walt, whom I chivied and 
battered from place to place, and made a 
paralytic or h1m1 and h1m1 too, I labelled 
offensive and lewd and lascivious and inde-
cent. Then later there was Mark1 _whom I frightened into disguising himse;u: 1n a 
clown's suit, so that no one mieht suspect 
him to be a maker or literatures indead, 
I frightened him so that he hid away the 
greater part of what he had made until nf'-
ter he was dead, and I could not get at 
him. That was a disgusting trick to play 
on ms, I consider •••• These are the only 
three detected makers or literature that 
have ever infested Ph111stin1 thanks be to goodness and my vigilance, but for both ot 
which we might have been no more free from 
makers of literature than are the other 
countries."32 
Jurgen retorted that Edgar and Walt and Mark, alone 
anong its writers, were tho glory ot Ph1list1a and were 




To this the tumble-bug roto~ted, 
Then, 
"What is art to mo nnd my Wey of living?••• 
I have no concern with art and letters and 
othor lewd idols of foreign nations. I have in 
charge the moral wel.f"are of my young, whom I 
roll in dung here before me, and trust 
with st. Anthony's aid to raise in time to · 
be God-fearing tumble-bugs like me.... Iio, 
no, my ladt once whatsoever I may do means 
nothing to you a.ny more, and once you are 
really rotten, then you..w1ll find the tumble-
bug friendly enough. n .:Sj . 
Jurgen now looked more attentively at 
this queer creature& and he saw that the 
tumble-bug was malodorous, certainly', but 
at bottom honest and well-meaning; and this 
seemed to Jurgen the saddest thing he bad 
fowid among the Philistines. For the tumble• 
bug was sincere 1n his insane doings, and 
ell Ph111st1a honored him sincerely, so 
that th~~e was nowhero any hope for this 
people.J . . · 
~ "Now do you judge me fairly," cried Jurgen 
to h1s judges, . "if there be any justice 1n 
this mad country. And 1r thore be none, 
do you relegate me to limbo or to nny other 
place, so long as in.that place this tumble- 3;-bug 1s not omnipotent and sincere and insane." 








These points being settled, the tumble. 
bug went away, smiling benevolently',6"Morals, not art," be said, as he departed. ~ 
That Mr. Cabell loved art and beauty 1s evident. lls 
believed that he lived in. Ph1l1stia, where art and beauty 
\rere under suspicion and even condemnation. Is his tho 
rare a"l.d radiant spirit -whose idealism might be 'bruised by 
even the wings of' a moth? Or was he perhaps an accurate 
evaluator or actualities who perceived that at tr..e time of 
the Jursaa controversy his own country was dominated by 
those who wero obtuse in culture and in morals? The pas-
sages presented above constitute• without any doubt, an 
indictment of the American people, numbering at that time 
about one bund~ed million. Ir the indictment is deserved, 
Mr. Cabell would seem to be a realist. It it is undeserved, 
and it ·tho picture wan not so dark ns he painted it, Mr. 
Cabell would seem to ba a passim.1st. 
In either avant, Mr. Cabell is passing judgment on 
matters which involve morality. 1lhe tumble-bug was a 
"God-fearing tumble-bug"; Edgar and Walt and Mark36 were• 
by the proriounoement of tho tumble-bug, "offensive and lewd 
and lascivious and indecent." And there 1s no doubt as to 
Mr. Cabell'a verdict concerning these moral values. Cabell, 
36 . 
Is it necessary to point out that these are Edgar 
Allan Poe, Walt Wbitir.an, and Marlt Twain? 
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like Jurgen, perceived that tr.a tumble-bug "was sincere 1n 
1'..is insane doings, and all Pbillstia honored him sincerely, 
so that there ~ .was nowhere any hope for this people. 
39 
CHAPrER II 
Cabell on Love 1 
The ~:d;:tb~r!:r:a~c=esday; 
It is the purpose of this chapter to examine Cabell• s 
treatment or love in its chivalric or idealistic and 1n 
its realistic aspects. 
In J!eyong LU! Cabell has stra1ghtf'orwardly stated his 
views on chivalric or idealistic love, views which are 
given exemplification in various episodes to bo found 1n 
Jurgep. 
••• this ••• illusion of chivalric love 
quite inevitably invades the life of 
every adolescent boy, and works transient 
havoc •••• l 
So the illusion glows fed with hope and 
memory. For such-an-one the maid waits 
somewhere of whose embraces one can 
never tire, as in an unforgotten vision 
was on~e revealed to him, once tor all 
time. 
In Jurgen the symbol of this illusion is Queen Helen, 
the delight of gods and men. Once, as a child, when he 
was ill and burned with fever, Jurgen troubled his nurse 
1 
peropd LUft1 P• 78. 
2 
l'\?id., P• 79• 
by arising from bis bed one night, saying that he must go 
to Troy because of his love for Queen Helen.3 As he was 
upon the threshold of manhood, his vision of Helen's 
, I' loveliness was embodied for him in Dorotb¥ la Desiree, 
one or the sisters of Count Emmer1ok. 
During Jurgen•s residence 1n Leuke with Chloris, the 
hamadryadt Jurgen walked one day beside the Euxine Sea. 
Two men approached, whom Jurgen recognized as Horvendile and 
Perion de la Foret, Jurgen' s former acqua1ntances 1n 
Poictesme. As they talked, ttPer1on told how he had come 
:.; ;' .~,,< 
through Pseudopolis, on his way to King Theodoret at Laore 
Kai, and how 1n the marketplace at Pseudopolis he had seen 
Queen Helen. •she was a very lovely lady,' said Perion, 
1 and I marvelled over her resemblance to Count Emmer1ck1s 
. l+ 
fair sister, whom we all remember.'" 
Horvendileremarked that be too bad noticed at once 
this same resemblance as he had passed through the city. 
But he smiled strange].y as he said this. Per1on declared 
that be had noted that Queen Helen resembled Dame Melicent 
remarkably. 
3 
,Jurmn, P. 221. 
i. 1b1(!., 217-18. 
"Dear sir," said Jurgen, hastily, "it 
was merely that 1t appeared to me the la-
dy whom they call Queen Helen hereabouts 
is quite evidently Count Em:narlck's sis-
ter Dorothy la Desiree." 
"Whereas I recognized hor at once " 
snys llorvendile, "ns Count Emmer1ckl s 
third sister, tne Beale Ettarre." 
And now they stared at one another, tor 
it was certain that these t~e sisters 
wore not particularly alike. 
"No less, ••• "says Horvend1lo, with 
h1s quiet smile, "•••I am certain that 
it was Ettarre whom I beheld ~hen I 
looked upon Queen Helen." 
"l may confess," says Jurgen, clearing 
his throat, "that I have always regarded 
Madame Dorothy with peculiar respect and 
admiration. For th.a rest, I am married. 
Even so, I think that Mad.rune Dorot~ ls Queen Helen.116 
Horvend1le ronlized, ns the othors did 
not, what the explanation wass 
"There would be no incongruity anywhere," 
he suggested ••• "if Queen HE:lan were the 
woman lilhom we had loved in vain. For the 
woman whom when we were young we loved 1n 
vain 1s the one woman that we can never 
see quite clearly! whatever happens. So 
we might easily, suppose, confuse her 
with some other \/omtm."i' 
~ llll!l•t p •. 218. 
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Thus, each had seen in the lady beloved 
the perfect beauty of Helen. -
Here may be noted Cabell's explicit statement that 
"chivalric" or idealized love 1s an illusion and that such 
an illusion wreaks havoc. In ¥m:gan, Queen Helen is the 
symbol of each man's imagined lady who is in all things 
perfect. Then there comes the time when to each man a 
flesh-and-blood lady seems the perfect emb0d1ment of the 
. . - . , , imagined perfection. Dorothy la Desiree 1s Queen Belen and 
, , Queen Helen is Dorothy la Desiree. This results in a two-
fold illusion: first, that there exists or can exist one 
who is 1n all things perfecti and second, that Dorothy la --
/ / Desiree is that one. And where there is illusion, disil-
lusionment ts 1nev1 table I and where there is two-fold illu-
sion, particUlarly cruel and painful disillusionment must-~: 
toliow. Not only th1s, but man's determination at what-
ever price not to surrender the subjective Queen Helen or 
/ / 
the subjective Dorothy la Desiree impels him to actions 
that are unworthy or shameful. That such were Ca.bell's 
convictions is indicated by several episodes 1n Jurgen 
which will now be examined in some detail. 
It seems scmeth1ng of a paradox that some of the most 
beautifully tender chapters that James Branch Cabell ever 
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wrote, the chapters wherein is recreated the Garden between 
Dawn and Sunrise, where the youtht'Ul Jurgen and the radiant 
,,, / 
Dorothy la Desiree wandered and "were as brave and comely 
a pair of sweethearts as the world has knawn,"8 should be 
tho(le in. ·which the cruelty ot "things as they are" is in-
exorabJ.7 sot forth. 
lfessus, the Centaur, an imaginary creature, transported 
Jurgen to this Garden Between Dawn and Snnrise because on.-
17 an imaginary creature could have access to an 1magins.r1' 
place. And .Jurgen at once recognized that garden: 
8 
"l~, bUt it is Count Emmerick's gar. 
den at Stor1serule,u says Jurgen, ''where 
I used to be having such tine t1mes when 
I vo.s a lad." 
"I will wager," said Nessus,_ "that you 
did not use to walk alone in this garden.n 
"Well, no1 there was a girl." 
nJust so,n assented Nessus. nit is a 
local by-laws and here are those who com-
pl1 with it." 
For now had come toward them, walk:ing 
together in the dawn, a handsome boy and 
girl. And the girl was incredibly bea~ 
titul, because everybody in the garden 
saw her with the vision of the boy who 
was with her. 9 
Ibid., :W• 32-3. 
9 
Ibid., P• 19. 
And a host or boys and girls did Jurgen 
see in the garden. And all th$ races 
that Jurgen saw were young and glad and 
very lovely and quite heart-brealdngly con-
fident, as young persons beyond numbering 
came toward Jurgen and passed him there, 
1n the first glow ot dawn1 so they all 
went exulting in the glory ot their youth, 
and foreknowing lif'e to be a puny antago-
nist from whom one might take very eas1l.y' 
al1Yth1ng which one desired. And all passed 
1n couples - "as though they came from 
the Ark," said Jurgen. But the Centaur . 
said they followed a precedent which was 
far older than the Ark. JJJ 
·" 
And the Centaur informed Jurgen that all men that 
have ever lived have sojourned in this garden for a while 
with no compaJ.'11 save their illusions, and that, having 
taken their bour or recreation here, they leave unaccom-
panied to become ttaldermen and respected merchants and 
bishops, and to be admired as capto.1ns upon prancing horses, 
or even as kings upon tall thrones; each in his station 
thinking not at all ot the garden ever any more.nl-1 
And then there came to Jurgen and the Centaur a 
golden-haired girl, clad all in white and walking alone. 
She was ta.111 and lovely, and tender to regard. "Her 
nose was large and high in the bridge, her flexible mouth 




was not or the smallests and yet whatever other persons 
might have said, this woman's countenance was in all 
things pertoct.n12 
"And this is the only woman whom I ever_ 
loved," Jurgen remembered upon a sudden.J..j 
And 1t was strange to Jurgen that this was not a hand-
some woman 1n middle lif'e but a ,-oung girl. 
"I do not understand," be said alouda 
"for you are Dorothy. And yet it seems to 
me that you are not the Countess Dorothy 
who is lieitman Michael's wife." 
And the girl tossed her fair head, with 
thnt Cl.ll'eloss lovely gesture 1r1h1ch the 
Countess had forgotten. "Roitman Michael 
is well enough, for a nobleman, and my 
b1'othor is at me day and night to marry 
the mans and certainly Heitman Michael's 
· wife will go 1n satin and diamonds at 
halt the courts or Christendom, with many 
::&.uckeya to attend her. But I am not to 
be thus purchased." 
"So you told a boy that I ramembor, very 
long ago. Yet you married Heitman Michael, 
for all that, and in tho teeth or a number 
of other fine declarations." 
"Oh, no, nCJt I," said this Dorothy, won-
dering. ''I never married anybody. And 
Heitman Michael has never married anybody, 
either, old as he is. For he is twenty. 
l2 
Ibid., P• 22. 
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eight, and looks every day or itl »ut who 
are you, friend, that have such curious 
notions about me?" 
" ••• surely you perceive that I am Jurgen." 
••• And Jurgen understood. He had come 
back somehow to the Dorothy whom he had .. 
loved: but departed, and past ~ertaking 
by the fleet hoofs of centaurs, was the 
boy who had once loved this Dorothy, and 
who had rhymed of her as his Heart's 
Desires and in this garden there was or 
this boy no traca. Instead, the girl 
was talking to a staid and paunch.v pawn-
broker, or forty-and-something.l~-
And Jurgen meQ.itateds 
"Somehow it has befallen that I, who am 
but the shndow of -what· I was, now vnlk 
among shadows, : and we converse with the 
thin intonntions of dead persons. For, 
Madame Dorot1'.y, you vho are not yet 
eighteen, 1n this same garden there wo.s 
once a boy who loved a girl, with such 
love as it puzzles ce- to thl.nk or now. 
I believe that she loved him. Yest cer-
tainly it is a cordial to the t1rett and 
battered heart, which nowadays pumps 
blood for me, ~o think that for a little 
while, tor ·a whole SUJ!ltler, these two 
;!i: .~ ~:!~h:~t~°::1iheaneo~i~~: known."1~ 
But Dorotcy la De'siree married Heitman Michael. In.-
deed, the story was old, even when Methuselah was teething. 
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"There ls no older and more common story o.eywhere. As 
the sequel, it would be heroic to tell you this boy•a 
life was ruined. But I do not think 1t was."16 
Ruined? 
"Well, women, as he knew by experience 
now, wore the pleaoantest or playfellows. 
So he began to plo.y • • • and n whispering 
he made tor the pleasure or women •••• But 
the whispering, and all that followed the 
whispering, w~s his best game, and the 
grur.a he played for the longest vhilo, 
with many brightly colored playmates •••• 
And their faith 1n tr.a game's importance, 
and in him and his high-sounding : ·. noneense,, 
he often found veey a.musings and in their 
oth9r chattels too he took his natural 
pleasure. Thant when he had played sut£1-
c1ently, he held a consultation with 
divers waning appetitas1 and ho married 
the hondsome daughtor of an estimable 
pawnbroker 1n a fair lino or business. 
And h'3 lived with his wife very much as 
two people customarily live together. so, 
all in all, I would not say his life was 
ru1ned.nl7 
Thus Jurgen. But thus Cabell? Perhaps. But Cabell 
was aware of the splendor and the brightness or the first 
love which is not tainted with the calculation and the 
practicality or "prudent" con~iderations. And Cabell knew 
that neither Jurgen nor Dorothy was worthy of the vision 
that they enjoyed in the Garden bet-ween Da~ and Sunrise. 
Heitman Mi~luel "returned from foreign pnrts, lllong 
with his lacke7s, and plate, and chest upon chest of 
16 
Ibid., P• 26. 
17 
Ibid., P• 27. 
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merchandise, and his fine horses, ••• 111Hrui so Dorothy la 
/ / Desiree bocamo Heitman Michael's wife, and Jurgen became 
a pawnbroker instead of' a poet. And surely pawnbrokers 
serve a useful purpose in the general scheme or things, 
but do they contribute to romance and ~nchantment? 
Yet it is conceivable 'that Heitman Michael might not 
have returned at this particular time and that Jurgen and 
I I Dorotb;y la Desiree might have progrossed from _the state of 
being a :; brave and comely and clean :.:.. pair of lovers to 
that ot being Mr. and Mrs. Jurgen. What then? 
A passage from Be:vond Life expresses Mr. Cabell1s 
views on such a possibility: 
••• for ••• love accredits tt.:e baloved 
with an opulence of qualities which 
human beings display, if at allt in 
exiguous traces: and is compound.ad in 
large part of an awed reverence such as 
it is impossible to retain for any human 
being with 1nti:nacy. These phantoms 
vanish at the dawn or married life: and 
the most obtuse of couples set about joint ·housekeeping with, as concerns 
each other, very few misapprehensions 
outliving the wedding tript for that by 
ordinary is a transmuting journey, upon 
which the demi-gods dep!!rt, and wneretrom 
return only Mr. and Mrs. So-and-so. 19 
18 
.!W•t P• 28. 
19 
peyond ~t PP• 74-; • 
'But to return to J:prgen, we may see in a sequence of 
events in that novel that Jurgen would have been the loser 
either 1n the event ot losing Dorothy or in the event ot 
winning her. 
Jurgen, b7 his judicious and adroit flattery or Mother 
Sereda, who controls all Wednesdays, wins from her per. 
mission to re-live one particular Wednesday -- a Wednesday 
on which he, some twenty-odd years prev1ousJ.y, had suffered 
the humiliation or having Count Reitman Michael supplant 
. , / him as escort ot the beautiful Dorothy la Desiree, whom 
Jurgen loved and ~ho loved him. In this episode, the 
Count•s noble blood and worldly experience had placed 
Jurgen at a great disadvantage and had ultimately resulted 
(as noted previously) in the Count's winning the hand of 
Jurgen•s first love. In the re-play of this day's 
happenings -- granted by Mother Sereda ... Jurgen intended 
to arrange things d~ferently. Ile intended tha.t the 
Moving Finger should be lured back to cancel out more than 
halt a line. 
And presently, when the masque was 
over Dorothy and Jurgen went out upon 
the terrace, to the east of Bellegarde, 
and so came to an unforgotten world of 
) ' 
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moonlight. They sat upon a bench ot 
carved stone which overlookad the high-
way 1 over luminous valleys and tree-tops • 
. Just ao they hnd snt there, as Jurgen 
perrectl.y remembered, when Mother Sereda 
first used this Wednosday. 
· "Mr Heart's Desire," says Jurgen, "l 
am sad tonight. For I am thinking ot 
-what life ~111 do -to USt and what offal 
. ~he years will make of you and me.u20 
:. "Y.iy own sweetheart!" says she, · "and do )le not ~:now very wel l'that ts to happen?" 
And Dorothy began to talk of all the s plen-
did things that .Jurgen was to do, and or 
the ~PPY life that was to be theirs 
togethor. 
"It is horrible,"- he said a ttfor we are 
more. fine thnn we ahnll ever be hereafter. 
We have a s plendor tor which thew orld 
has no employment. It will bo_yasted. 
And such wastage .is . not raa.ucu 
"Ah, sweethaartt and oan you really be-
lieve that I .shall ever care a snap ot 
my fingers tor e.rqbody but you~n 
• l \ 
· :: Than Jurgen laughed a little; ror 
,Reitman Michael came now a.cross the 
lonely terrace, 1n search of Madame 
Dorotr.ya anu Jurgen foreknew this was the 
· man ·to whom within two months of this 
evening Dorothy was to give her love and 
-.. : all the beauty thnt was hers, and with 
· ·Whom she was to share the ru1?lous years 
. ·lwh!ch lay ahead•••• 
' . 






- And then Bei tman Michael saluted them 
civilly. "But I rear I must rob you o£ 
this fair J..ad1, Master Jurgen, 0 says he • 
. Jurgen -remembered that the man had said 
precisely this a score · of years ago; and 
that Jurgen had mumbled polite regrets, 
and bad stood aside while Heitman Michael 
bore off Dorothy to dance w1 th him. And 
this dance had been the beginning of' 
intimacy between Heitman Michael and 
Dorothy .22 . . · 
But this ti.l!le Jurgen mumbled no polite regrets. He 
refused to surrender his lady and issued a challenge ·to 
Heitman Michael• The latter, much the better · swordsman, 
toyed w1th Jurgen and finally struck Jurgen•s sword from 
his hand and sent it tly.ing over the balustrade. "And 
he turned ga11,y toward Mada.??Je Dorothy." 
To Jurgen this was insufferable 1 
This man was stronger trum ho, this man 
was or the sort that takes and uses 
gallantJy all th~ world's prizes which mere 
poets [and Jurgen in his youth had been 
a poet] can but respectfully admire.. All 
1o1a!J to do n,.f\1r! t Rei tmn.n Michael • • • · 
iroultt · act ~ 3ust~ flS he had first intended, 
and Jl!l•gen .wou-ld be brushed aside by the 
t!lan's bruto strength. This mnn would 
take away Dorothy, and leave the life · 
ot Jurgen to· become a business [pawnbroking] 
wliici1 Jurgen remembered vi th distaste• 
It was unfair. 
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So Jurgen snatched out his dagger, and 
drove it deep into the undefended back or 
Heitman Michael. 23 
"What will become ot you?" Dorot~ 
whispered, after a while. "Oh, Jurgen, 
it was f'oUlly done, that which you did 
was infamous& What will become ot you, 
my dear?" 
"I will take my doom," says Jurgen, 
"and without whimpering, so that I get justice. But I shall certainJ.7 insist 
upon Justice." Then Jurgen raised his 
face to the bright heavens. "The man 
was stronger than I and wanted what I 
wanted. So I have compromised with 
neceas11' ij :11~ /cfi .l sould f"ff rn !11. at nt? wh c ~ regu_s_e 
..1Q. m. cry tor ust ce to the power 
tmit-gave him strength and gave me 
wea.kness,21Fd gave to each or us his desires.0 
There are several considerations to be noted here. 
Two lovers come into "an unforgotten world ot moonlight," 
with "luminous valleys and tree-tops," a world of tenderness 
and enchantment and heart's desire. With such opiates 
does Cabell drug the senses or his less perceptive reo.ders; 
consider what develops in this world of tenderness and 
beauty. Two men desire a beaut1tul girl, and the stronger, 
coarser, more worldly-wise man is about to take her ror-
c1bly trom his gentler, more perceptive rival. Here in-
deed is one or those perpetual dilemmas that Thomas Hardy 
23 
p?id., PP• 54-5. 
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writes of as confronting hUmanity. 1'he eventuality which 
is about to become reality is "1nsufferable"t if permitted, 
it will shatter the dream ot what should be1 it will tea.r 
up by the roots the fragrant plant which is one's first 
and purest love1 and it will be thus because some power 
has made one man - and the less wortb1' one ...... a better 
swordsman than his ·rival. Yet the only possible alternative 
is an act that 1s brutal and cowardlY, which itself shatters 
the dream and is false to all that is high and noble. nso 
I have compromised with necessity, 1n the only way I could 
matte sure ot getting that which was requisite to me.!' 
It should also be noted that Cabell here quite evidently 
does not intend Jurgen to be the embodiment of all that is 
high and noble. Jurgen of course thinks of himself as 
such, but actuall.y' there 1s in Mr., Cabell's world no near 
approach to such an embodiment. It is not strange that 
Jurgen insists upon "justice.tt What 1s Justice? said jesting 
Jurgen and would not stay for an answer. There remains 
only compromise, not. only with necessity but with one's 
own baser self, and it is that baser self that dictates 
the terms of the compromise, "in the onl.y way I could 
make sure or getting that which was requisite to me." 
'lh1s scene 1n the drama continues, f'or the Wednesday 
granted again to Jurgen by Mother ··Sereda has not yet 
ended. J'Urgen said to himself, 
"Yes, something must remain to me of all 
this rapture, though it be only guilt an4 
sorrows something I mean to wrest from 
this high moment which I once wasted 
fruitlessly •••• I will not waste the one 
real passion I have known, nor leave un-
fed the one desire which ever caused me· 
for a heart-beat to_.torget to think: about 
JUrgen•a welfare.n25 · 
Having shoved the corpse or Heitman Michael under 
the bench of carved stone, J\lrgen proceeds by force to 
, I . 
take possession of Dorothy la Desiree, and this embodiment 
ot innocence and purity1 as Jurgen had thought he-r to be, 
subm1ts oc1 with only token resistance and such half-
hearted remonstrances as, "'Here, over a dead bodyl Oh, 
Jurgen, this is horr1blel NO\tl, Jurgen, remember that some-
one may come any minute I • n 
But as Jurgen laughed triumphantly, with 
his arm beneath the . head ot Dorothy, and 
with the tender face ot Dorothy' passive 
beneath his liP?t and with unreasonable 
wistfulness 1n hls henrt, the castle bell 
tolled midnight. What followed was curious• 
tor as Wednesday passed, the face of 
Dorothy altered, her flesh roughened under 
his touch, and ner cheeks tell away, and 
tine lines came about her eyes, and she 
became the Countess Dorothy whom Jurgen 
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remembered as Heitman Michael's wite. There 
was no doubt about it, 1n that be-drenching 
moonlights . and she was leering at him, and 
he was touching her ·everywhere, this horri-
ble lascivious woman, who was certa1.nly 
quite old enough to know better than to 
pertiit such liberties. And her breath was 
sour and nauseous;.· Jurgen drew away from 
her, With a shiver or loathing, and he 
closeg6h1s eyes, to · shut away that sensual to.ce. . · 
Thus, with his tongue 1n bis cheek; d1d ·Mr.; Cabell 
write pertectJ.y about beautitul happenings, 
It is my belief that .Mr• Cabell' 8 urbane and _disillu-
sioned pessimism as expressed 1n this passage needs no 
pointing up. But it 1s interesting to note one detail of 
his technique• It all happened in "that be-drenching 
moonlight." Here is a striking study 1n contrasts. As 
Pandarus remarked to Tro1lus; 
. . 
Eke whit by ~lo.kt by shnme ek worth1nesse, 
Ech set by other;· l'lore tor other semeth, 
As men may se; and so the vyse it demetn. 
. . . 
That romant1ci be-drenching moonlight is the ironic back. 
pound which sets ort the heart-breaking reality ot · 
"things as they are ••• 
Three times, in Cabell' s novel, did Jurgen and Dorothy 
,I ,I la Desiree meet. The first time was 1n the Garden between 
26 
Ibid., P• 78. 
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Dawn and Sunrise1 here Jurgen, the somewhat. pa.uncby pa~ 
broker or f'orty-odd, saw her as . he bad inlaeined her to be 
"for a whole SU.mmer, when these two were as brave and 
comely and clean a pair of sweethearts as the world bas 
lalown."2? The second occasion was on the revisited Wed-
nesday at Bellegarde after Jurgen had regained his youth 
through the power of Mother Sereda1 here, as a dashing 
young fellow ot twenty, he saw Dorothy as she had really 
been during that "whole summer," and not as he had imagined 
her. In this episode they are their real selves ot twenty 
years ago. The third encounter occurred after Jurgen had 
returned from all the magic lands that be had visited, 
after all enchantments had been removed, and while Jurgen 
was on his way to rejoin his scolding wire, Dame Lisa, at 
their cottage. As he inssed Bellegarde in the April dusk, 
someone called to him from the terrace. "Even 1n the dusk 
he lmew this ~as the Countess Dorot11y.n28 Here both are 
their real selves and a.re once again 1n the world of reality. 
Jurgen learned thnt the Countess had anticipated his 
passing as it wns near his supper hour, and she had waited 
28 
Ibid., P• 364. 
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tor him because "it is not quite convenient for me to seek 
you out at the shop."29 He also learned t~t her husband's, 
Heitman Michael's, birthday_ was approaching and that she 
wished to surprise him with a glft. 
It is therefore necessary that I raise 
some money without troubling him. How 
much - abominable usurerl ~ could. you 
advance me. on this necklace? · 
Jurgen examined the necldaoe "caref'ully. He recognized 
it as formerly the property of Heitman Michael's mother. 
He named a sum. The Countess Dorotey protested tba.t Jurgen 1 s 
otter was but a fraction ' or its worth .. . Jurgen, who was 
well aware of what the ·real s1tUat1_on was~ then mentioned 
. I . . ' . . , . . . . ., . "' 
that M. could deal with her more generousJ.y 1t she would 
" • : 
sell it to him outright.. The Countess replied that it 
would not be convenient to do so.. Jurgen' s next suggas tion 
wag "that, "l ·could make you an "tmitatior.. in p&Ste which 
nobOdy: could di.stuiguish ·from the · origimU.~ I can amply 
understand that you desire to veiJ. rrom your husband any 
sacrifices that are entailed' by your ·affect1_on.tt30 
· "lt 1s my atfect1on for him," said the 
Countess quickly'." . 
"I alluded to your affection for him," 
said J\lrgen·-- "naturally." 
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the necklace. •'For it is necessary that31 I have that much, and not a penny less." 
The sale was agreed upon. "1'hon Jurgen suggeoted that 
the business cOUld be most conveniently concluded through 
an emissary." 
"It Messire de Nerac, tor example, could 
have matters explained to h1m1 and could 
manage to visit me tomorrow, I am sure we 
could carry throuch this amiable imposture 
without any annoyance whatever to Hoitman 
Michael," says Jurgen smoothly. 
"Nerac will come then," .says tbe Countess. 
0And you may give him tne money, precisely 
as though 1t were tor him." 
· "But certainly, madame. A very estimable .. 
young nobleman; thatl and it is a pity his 
debts are so large. I heard that he lost 
heavily at dice within the last month1 and 
I grieved~ madame." 
. ' 
~E~ bas promised me when these debts are 
settled to play no more - But again what 
am I ssyingl · I mean, Mas ter Inquisitive, 
that I take considerable interest 1n the 
welfare of Mess1re de Nern.cs and so I have 
sometimes chided him on hi~ wild courses. 
And that is all I mean."~3 
J'Urgen paused. The moon was risen now. 




carved stone near the balustrnde33: and 
before them, upon the other side of the 
highwayt were luminous valleys and tree-
tops. Fleetingly Jurgen recollected the 
boy and girl who had once sat in this 
place, and had talked of all the splendid 
things which Jurgen was to dot and of the 
happy life that was to be theus together. 
Then he regarded the composed and hand-
some woman beside him, and he considered 
the the money to pay ner latest lover'B 
debts had been assured with a suitable 
respect for appearances •••• 3~ 
"So there is nothing more · to say," ob-
served Jurgen, as he rose 1n the moonlight, 
"save that I shall always be delighted to 
serve you, madnme, and I may reasonably 
boast that I have earned a reputation for 
fair dealing." 
And ha thought: 11ln effect, since cer-
tainly as she grows older she ~111 need 
yet more monoy for her lovers, I am of'.fer-
ing to pimp for her." Then Jurgen shrugged. 
"That is one side of the affair. The 
other is that 1 transact my legitimate . 
business, - I, who am 3tnat wh1ch the years have made of me.n 5 
Thus does Mr. Cabell trace the progress of a love 
from the beautiful thing it was at its first bloom "for 
a whole summer," through shattered dreruns to a sordid 
transaction between ttas brave and comely and clean a pa1.r 
33 
This same bench of carved stone appeared 1n their 
second meeting, and certainly its reappearance here has 
its ironic suggestiveness. 
34 
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or sweethearts as the world has known," now become an un-
faithful wife who discharges tha debts of her lover by the 
sale or a necklace which belonged to her husband's mother --
between this wife and a poet turned pawnbroker who "am 
that which the years have made or me.u It was ordered thus 
b7 Koshche1, who is the God of Things as They Are. 
Jurgen lost the spurious incarnation of Queen Helen 
,,,. I 
that was Dorothy la Desiree, arid in doing so he sutfered 
cruelly; but 1t 1s amply clear that had he won Dorothy, he 
would have suffered equally. In h1s journeyings Jurgen had 
. 
the opportunity to possess the real Helen, delight of 
gods and of men, the Swan's daughter. And from Mr. Cabell's 
account ot the situation, again was Jurgen doomed to frus-
tration or disillu.sionmont. · To sto.ta the matter collOClUd.ally, 
Jurgen couldn't win. 
""' 
By means of' trickery and gray magic Jurgen secured 
entrance into Pseudopol1s, located 1n Leulte36, nnd ruled 
36 
Same Greeks 1.dent1f1ed Elision, or the Islands ot 
the Blast, with the island of Leuket_ 'the "White Isle," at 
the western end of the Euli'.J.ne Sea. or it Pindar wrote, 
"Bute thou, Menelaus, sc,n of Zeus, art not ordained to die 
and meet t11Y fate in Argos, the pastureland ot horses, but 
the deathless gods will convey thee to the Elysian plain 
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ovor by King Achilles and QuAen Helen. Entering at night, 
be passed the silent and unlighted palaces: or Ajax Telemon, 
of Philootates, of much-counseling OdY'ssaus, and of ta1r-
ba1red Agrunemnon. Jurgen noted the names that 1.'.rere en-
graved upon the bronze shield tha.t hung beside each doorway. 
Jurgen went into the largest palaee1 
and crapt stealthily by the bedroom o:r 
Achilles, King of Man, treading a-tip.. 
toe; and so came at last into o. little 
room panelled with cedar-wood where slept 
Queen Halen. She was smiling in bar 
sleep •••• She. was infinitely beautiful, 
this young Dorothy whom people herebouts 
through some odd error called Helen.~1 
knd:: s:o Jurgen was about to awaken her, 
But a queer thought held him. Nothing, 
he recollectedt had shown the power to 
hurt him veey cteeply since he had lost 
this young Dorothy• And to affairs which 
threatened to result unpleasantly, he had 
always managed to impart an agreeable 
turn, since then, by virtue of preserving 
a cool heart. What if by some misfor-
tune he ·were to get back his real youth? 
and were to become again the flustered 
boy who blundered from stammering rapture 
to wild misery 1 and bac1t again, at the 
.; 
and the world's end, where is Rhadamanthys of the fair hair, 
where life is easiest for man. No snow is there, nor yet 
great storm, nor any rain; but always Ocean sendeth forth 
the breeze of the shrill west to blow cool on man; yea, 
tor thou hast Helen to wife and thereby they deem thee to 
be the son of Zeus." -- William Shenrood Fox, "Greek and 
Roman," in Iba. M:<£tholog: ,2t W. fiaces (Boston, 1916), 1, 147-8. 
37 
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least \'10rd or gesture or El gold-haired girl? 
. "Thank you, nol " snys Jurgen •••• 
And yet tears came into his eyas, ror 
no reason at all. And it seemed to him 
that the sleepin~ wettan, here at his dis-
posal, was not tbs young Dorothy whom he 
had seen 1n the garden between dn\m and 
sunr,.se, although the two were curiousl.y 
alike; and that or the t\'10 this woman herft 
was, somehow, infinitely the lovlier •••• j 
~ miused ••• and his fingers fretted 
w1 ti'l tlle robe or "liolet-colored wool be-
neath which lay Queen Helen. 
"Yours is that boauty ot -which men know 
by fabulous report alone, and which .they 
may not ever 1'1nd, nor ever win tot qUite. 
And ror thnt beauty I have hungered always, 
even 1n childhood. ••• But I know that I 
would like to love somebody as Chloris 
loves ma, and as so many women have loved 
me. And I know that 1 t 1s you who have 
provented this! Quaen Helen, at every 
moment of my l re since the disastrous 
moment when I first seemed to find your 
loveliness 1n the face ot Madame Dorothy. 
It is the memory or your beauty; as I then 
saw it mirrored in the face ot a j111-fl1rt, 
which has enf'eeblod me far such honest 
lave as other men give women." 
N°'" Jurgen • • • reflectively • • • drew 
back the robe ot violet-colored wool, a 
little w~. The breast of Queen Helen 
lay bare. And she did not move at all, 
but ahe smiled in her sleep. 
Never had JUrgen imagined tbat any woman 
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could be so beautiful nor so dcDirablc as 
this woman, or that he could ever know 
such rapture. Go J'urgen pnusod. 
''Because," said Jurgen now "1 t nny be 
this woman has some teulti 1t may bo there 
is some fleck in her beauty somewhere. Am 
sooner than lcnow that, I would prefer to 
retain rrry unreasonable dreams, and this 
longing whioh is unfed and hopeless and 
tho memory of to-night. Besides, 1t she 
woro perfect in everything, how could .I . 
live arr/' longer, who would have no more 
to desire?,"•••• 
So Jurgen sighed and gentl.y replaced the 
roba of' violet-colored wool •••• 39 . 
Thus Jurgen £aced two possibilities. Dorotbf had been 
other, tar other, than she had seemedJ the result hnd been, 
for him, cruel suffering. Helen, too, might bo other 
than she seernedJ there might be some f'law, some fleclt, 1n 
her beauty. This J'Urgon couJ.d not bear. Or Helen might 
indeed be per~ect. And that would lonve Jurgen with 
nothing more to desire, and "how could [he] live any 
longer, who would bave no more to des1ro?" 
It must have been arranged tln1s by Koshchc1, tho God 
ot Things as They Are. 
39 
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CHAP.rER III 
Cabell and sex 
That part of Jµrgen which is most .fully occupied with 
the treatment or sex comprises the adventures of Jurgen 1n 
Cocaigne, espea1ally chapters 22 and 23, 1n which Mr. 
Cabell presents "as 1n a glass darkly" his convictions 
about .sax, the various ways Of its 1ndulgence,.··1ts>rewards, 
and 1ts penalties. 
It was this portion of /µrgen, no doubt, which caused 
most or the furore about the book back 1n the i92o•s1 and 
which convinced many indignant, well- meaning• but sndly 
obtuse people that its author was a lascivious, grinning, 
satyr-like re-incarnation ot one or the more depraved 
sons ot Sodom. 
It will be the object of this chapter to show by ex-
position and documentation that such was not Mr. Cabell's 
natures to show that instead of wallowing in depraved 
sensuality, the author was rather anxious to demonstrate 
that the sex urge -- which man cannot escape -- is capable 
l 
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ot being (and orten has been) the enslavement or man1 and 
to suggest that it the same attitudes and convictions which 
are expressed 1n this portion of Jurgen had been set forth 
1n the "scientific" language or the Kinsey reports, Mr. 
Cabell would probably have been hailed as the most chaste 
and upright of men. But Mr. Cabell scorned "scientific" 
language; be chose instead to embOdy his message in ~lle­
gory and symbolism. 
That some or the more discerning perceived accurately 
Kr. Cabell's true intent is apparent in the comment of 
Guy Holt in his Introduction to the Modern Library edition 
or l}erws ~· 
••• 1t has to me been a matter or wonder 
that the authorities did not long ago 
rather turn their attention to Mr. 
Charter1s's devastating arguments than 
.. to Jur~n, whose only offense was that 
it emb ied a plea for monogamY presented 
1n the only convincing terms.2-
llut the Hew York Society for the Supress1on of Vice was, 
. among a great maey others, not as perceptive as Gey Holt. 
A detail ot Mr. Cabell' s treatment or sex appears 
earl.7 in the adventures or Jurgen and recurs frequent~ 
2 
J.!exona W:fe, P• xiv. 
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throughout the story. lrt'ben Jurgen enters the cave which 
adjoins Amneran Heo.th, be meets with Nessus, the Centnur, 
who inf'orms Jurgen that he (Jurgen) 1s to be trnnsportod 
to the Go.rden between Dawn and Sunrise, "over the grave ot 
a dream and through the malice o! time. So you had best 
put on this shlrt ·above your other cloth1ng•"3 Thus does 
Jurgen don the shirt ot Nessus. 
It will be recalled that Nessus vu&, iil Orenk eytholoeY, 
tbs centaur who undertook to transport on his back Heracles 
and De1o.n1ra across a stream. While conveying Deianira, 
he attempted to rape her. Thereupon Heracles slew him 
with poisoned arrows. In hope ot revenge, Nessus gave 
Do1an1ra some of his poisoned blood, telling her that lt 
wns a potent love charm which would reclaim the atrections 
ot Borncles should they ever wander. Lo.ter, Heracles be-
came enamored ot Iole, and Delo.nira, to regain his nrtec-
t1ons, saturated a shirt with the infected blood o! Nessus 
and gave it to Heracles to wear. It intlruned and in-
fected the latter's skin and caused his death. I+ For his 
own purposes Mr. Cabell adapts these details, and thus the 
3 Jurgen, P• 16 • 
... 
"Deianira," Oxford Clnssicnl D1et1onnry, p. 260. 
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shirt of' Nessus becomes 1n JUrgent in actuality, a love 
charm which, as Nessus claimed, was irresistible. Wearing 
this shirt throughout h1s adventures, JUrgen enjoys the 
favors or all the attractive ladies, goddesses, nymphs, 
hamadryads, and queens with whom he meets. lie "deals 
.tnirly'' with Guinevere, with :-.-Yol ande, with Ana1t1s, with 
Chloris, with Dolores, w1tb Florimel, and v1th all the 
rest of those feminine creatures with whom he meets. 
The signU'icance ot the series ot invariably successful 
amorous ·adventures will, it is to be hoped, become apparent 
later. 
Thero can be no doubt that Cabell treats primarily of 
sex mattors in his account ot JUrgen's trip to and adven-
tures in Coca1gne; nonetheless, details shall be presented 
here to confirm this assertion. 
Jurgen was conducted to Cocalgne by Ana1t1s, the queen 
ot that land. nAna1t1sn is a variant form of "Anahita," 
the name given to the Persian goddess of the fertilizing 
waters.S "In Ac111sene well-born maidens were .dedicated 
to Anaitis as prostitutes."6 o.n the voyage thither ,\na1t1s . 
s 
nAnah1ta9 " Q(tforg Classigal pict1onarx, P• 47. 
6 
"Prostitution, Sacred," !l?.!a•t P• 74o. 
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entertained Jurgen with stories ot "how Calmoorn contented 
her five lovers, and Jurgen found the tale perturbing." 1 
She also told him stories ot King Minos and Pasipbae.a Ano.1t1s 
also assured Jurgen that "All men that live have but a 
little while to live, and none knows his fate theroafter. 
So that a man possesses nothing certa1.nl.y save a brief 
loan or his ~m body1 and yot the body ot man is capable 
of much curious pleasure.n9 
So they came to a wall that was high 
and gray, and to the door which was 1n 
the wall. 
II nyou must knock two or· three times It 
says A:laitis, "to get into Cocaigne.1. 
Jurgen observed the bronze knocker on 
t ue d~or, ani he grinned in order to 
hide his embarrassment. 
"It is a quaint fancy," said he, nnnd 
the two constituents or it appear to 
have been modeled from life." 
"They were copied very exactly from 
Adam and Eve," says Ana1t1s, "who "'ere 
the first persons to open tnis gateway. 
With that he lalocked, and the door 
opened, and the two or tham entered.lo 
7 
Jurgen, p. 148. 
8 
Mother or the Minotaur, by a bull. 
9 
Jurgen, P• 11+9. 
10 
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So it was that Jurgen came 1ntoJ)_oca1gne, 
wherein is the }ledohrunber Rf.. llmft ••• witn 
no glaring· sun rays anywbera,--antr with one large 
star ·shining alone in clear daylight~ .... This 
was the star ot Venus Mechanitis •••• ~ -
In the twilight forest around the palace of Ana1t1s; 
with its domes and pinnacles, ". ·• was to be seen ••• a 
sort or mossl3 which made Jurgen shudder." In the court-
yard ~as flThe dimly colored statua ot a god with ten 
heads and tllirty•f'cur arms t he vas represented as very much 
engrossed by a woman, and with bis unoccupied hands was 
y holding yet other women•" 
Said Jurgen2 "I do not criticize. Never-
thel~ss, ·I think this god is carrying 
matters to extremes•ul~ 
Arter tt~y had ccome into a white room, four girls bathed 
Jurgen; "giving him astonishing caresses meanwhile.•• and 
they anointed him with four oils, then dressed him again 
1n his glittering shirt•"l' 
ll 
Italics are mine• 
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Anaitis intormad JUrgen that before h9 could experience 
arq ot the "curious pleasures" that .she bad mentioned, a 
ceremonial, called "The Breaking or the Veil," must be per-
formed. 
"Well," says J'Urgon, "I run willing to t~ste aey drink once." 16 
So Ana1t1s led .nu-gen into a sort ot 
chapel, adorned with very unchurchlike 
paintings. There were • • • shrines, de- l? 
dicated to ••• St. Cosmo and St. Dam1anw3 • 
First of all the hooded mun made Jurgen 
ready. "BeholA the lance,"soid the hooded 
man, "which must serve you 1n this adven-
ture." 
"I accept the adventure," Jurgen replied, 
"because I believe the weapon to be tl7USt-
wortby." 
Said the hooded man1 "S ~ be 1 ti but as you are, so once was l.ults 
It bas boen noted that soma of the details which 
Jurgen observed caused him embarrassment and prOduced 1n 
him disapproval. Yet he was willing to "enter into the 
pursuit or those curious pleasures ~f which you were telling 
16 
Ibid., p. 1,3. 
17 
· "Cosmo and Damian were Arab physicians martyred under 
Diocletian. Their symbols were the mortar and pestle, 
hence phallic. See "Cosmas o.nd Damian," Columbia ftMYclo-
nedia .. (New York, 1936), P• 1+29. 
18 . . 
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me.n19 JUrgen was willing to give them a trial. This 
attitude is characteristic o~ Jurgen throughout the 
book. Perhaps it m1eht be said that he submitted (for a 
period) to the lif'~ of complete sensuality as a sort or 
sc1ent1!'1c experiment. 
'· 
Anait!s took salt nnd water from the 
child, and mingled these. "Let the salt 
of earth enable the thin tluid ~8 assume 
the virtue ot the teeming sea." . 
Now the hooded man and the two naked 
girls perrormed their share 1n the cere-
monial, which part it is not essential 
. ~ ll~~Id• But Jttrgen ~ rat}Wf shocked 
Both Ana1t1s and Jurgen indulged in invocation as the cere-
. 
menial progressed. Anaitis said 1n part, 
••• to serve ms is better than all else •• · •• 
. To serve me you will then be eager to 
surrender whatever else is 1n your lite1 
and other pleasures you will take with 
your left hand, not thinking or them en-
tirely a tor I am the ~esire tbat uses 
all .ot a man, and so ~astes nothing •••• 
I • • • run • • • all pla·asure, all ruin-. and 




· !bid., P• 15lt. The d~talls obviously constitute a 
tert111 ty rite. Ana1 tis was goddess or the f ert111zing 
waters, hence called the Lady or the Lake else~here in J!lrgen • 
. ,_.:;21 
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Jurgen replied, 1n part,· "I too am 11f'e and the giver 
of life, and 1n me too is death." 
The two naked children stood -on each 
side of Ana1t1s, and waited there trem-
_bl1ng. ~hese g1rlijs as · .Jurgen afterward 
lea.mad.! were Ale o and Tisiphona, two 
of the t.'Umenides. . 
Then said the naked childreni " ••• we 
are- little and quite helpless. So presently 
we must be made as you ares for now you 
two are no longer two, and your flesh 1s 
not shared merely w1tn each other. For 
your flesh becomes our flesh! and2~our sins our s1ns1 and we have no cho ce." r+-
•• .; So Jurgen came into the adytum. 
Black Cal'.dles were burning 1n this place, 
and sulphur too was burning there, before 
a scarlet cross, of which the top was a 
circle, and whereon was nailed a living 
toad •••• 
Queen Anai t1s was very beautiful • • • and 
yet, this woman's face was sad.25 
After other "cur1ous" .. observanoes, the "veil" was 
"broken." 
"llw the hrlppeninge just recorded befell on the eve 
23 
Ibid., P• 1;6. 
24 




of St. John the 13aptiot.n26 
Now, 1r the p:issagos a,.~d details cited above were the 
"be-all and the end-all" of the Cocaigne apisodo, Mr. Ca.bell's 
detractors might well stand justified. 'But '.:e have examined 
only one side or tha ooin. The obverse side is worthy ot 
attention. 
Rather obviously, Cocaigne is the realm of unbridled 
sexual pleasures, including t~..e ttoff-beatn ones. Phallic 
symbols, 1n one guise or another, are mot ~ith at eve17 
turn. Dut does this sort of thing have Mr. Cab~ll's 
blessing a..~d endorsement, or even his acquiescence? There 
are some significant details to be noted in this connection. 
Let it be assumed (as seems reasonably apparent) that 
Jurgen is not the imaginative and projected embodi.i11ent of 
Cabell himself. nevertheless, he is a vehicle for the ex-
pression or Mr. Cabell's "philosophy.*' In the light of 
this assumption ona may profitably examine Jurgen's reactions 
to this realm of completely uninh1b1.ted pleasure, in which 
the physical man becomes the entire man. Does J\lrgen, a 
26 
~he birthday of St. John the Baptist is celebrated 
on June 21+ Midsummer's Day. "Because midsummer is about 
the time of the solstice, it has been associated long be-
fore Christianity with solar ceremonies •••• The gaiety and 
frolic of the night were often excuses tor unbridled license. 
The importance or this night, the eve, J\\ne 23, to love ~ 
paunchy pm"nbroker of forty-odd, who has been granted tem-
porarily a renewal or his youth, find here the realm ot 
henrt•s desire? 
To begin ·with, it may be noted that Jurgen pluckS with 
pleasure the cnsuaJ.·r1owers that line his path through re-
gions or romantic questing. He '*deals fa1rl:r" with Guinevere, 
Anait1s, Chloris, Dolores, Yolando., and Florimel. But 
basically how congenial Md satisfying to him is unbridled 
111dulgence? 
Among the t h.'lngs to be given attention in the incidents 
and developments noted above 1s the very evident sense of 
shock that Jurgen felt at what transpired in the Kingdom ot 
Cooaigne, that '*romantic" region "beyond the farthest 
Hebrides." Jurgen was no squeamish prude, as Guinevere or 
Yolanda or Chloris or Flo~1mel could testify if placed on 
the ·witness standJ but he was embarrassed; he thought 
Jigsbyed1 with his ten heads and thirty-four arms, carried 
"matters to extremes." Jurgen shUddered at the moss which 
grew around the palace of Anaitis, and he was rather shocked 
by the share of the hooded man and the two naked girls 1n 
the eeremo..~l. 
lovers is undoubtedly a survival or a fertility cult." -
"M1dsUJZU.11er 1 s Day, 0 £oll1tlbti ~nc,yc;i:ppedi11, P• 1169. 
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In considering the reactions of the reader rather 
than of Jurgen, it may be noted that 1n this episode are 
several passages whose impact ia far removed from that 
characteristic of enchantment and romance. To assume that 
Mr. Cabell was unaware or the probable impact is to assume 
that he was less ot an artist than he has demonstrated 
himself to be. 
:Fer instance, is it probable that an uncritical. parson 
would have the embOdimant or complete abandonment to sexual 
pleasures say t "I who am all pleasure, .i1.J,. flWlt !W!1 a. 
§rynJmnness at th2 inmost gense ••• 4127 Is not the degre-
dation indicated of those who surrender themselvea to 
sensuality indicated by her words1 "To serve me you will 
then be eager to surrender whatever else is 1n your life; 
and other pleasures you will take with your left hand,, not 
th1nk1ng of them entirel.ys for I am the desire which uses 
all ot a man •••• 8 ? And not to be overlooked is the revul-
sion produced by the black candles• the burning sulphur, 
and the scarlett cross, whereon was nailed a living toad. 
Nor should the hooded man with the high, bleating voice 
27 
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. 
(suggestive of tho lascivious goat) be overlooked. 
Was it in a· moment o£ absent-mindedness that Mr. 
Cabell provided Alecto and Tisiphone to attend upon Ana1t1s? 
These naked girls are not onq Eumenides,. Erynes, or Furies 
who tremble at tbs retribution they must inflict upon those 
who indulge 1n such unholy ritest but they also - in a 
two-told allegory -- represent the children who must share 
the retributiona °For your flesh becomes our flesh, and 
your sins our s1ns1 and we have no choice·•" The sinS of 
the fathers shall be visited upon the children. 
AJ¥dt1s was the embOdiment or physical pleasure, "and 
yet this woman's race was sad." 
And Jurgen continued 1n the Kingdom ot Cocaigne as 
~1nce Consort to Queen Anaitis, •'For he found that un-
.... 
knowingly he had espoused her by part1c1pa.t1ng 1n the 
Breaking of the Veil, which 1s the marriage ceremony ot 
C ooa1~ne •"28. 
But not all was perfect 1n Cocaigne. 
From the first her new Prince Consort 
was puz:'.led by her fervors, and presently 
was fretted by them. He h1mselt railed 
to understand how anyone could be so 
frantic over Jurgen. It seemed unreasonable. 
And 1n her more affectionate moments this 
28 
I)?1d., P• 161. 
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nature myth positively frightened h1mt for 
such transports as these could not but 
rouse discomtortable reminiscences Of the 
female spider, who ends suah recreations 
by devouring nar partner. 
"Thus to be loved is very :flattering," 
he would reflect, "and I again am Jurgen, 
asking odds ot none. But even so, I am 
mortal. She ought to remember that, in 
common fairness." 
Then the jealousy, of Ana1t1s, while 
equall.Y.' flattering,. was equally out ot 
reason. Sha suspected everybody, seemed 
assured that eveey- bosom cherished a mad 
passion tor Jurgen, and that not tor a 
moment could he be trusted.29 · 
Jurgen responded to these opportunities, or necessities, 
of unlimited pleasures with diminishing enthusiasm. 
"Ah, but, my dear, you are quite certain 
as to who made you-' and for what purpose 
you were. made •••• But I have no such authen-
tic information as to my origin and mission 
in l1fe1 I appear at .all events to have 
no natura1 talent for being divert~ I 
~~~~tari:k~a~~i~ew~;:ht~~~!:!o 
"I but point out that your creed ne-
cessitates, upon the whole, an ardor I 
lack •••• I merely confess that to cele-
brate these rites so frequently requires 
a suatention or enthusiasm which is 
beyond me •• •. That is how I feel a·bout 
29 
Ibid., P• 162. 
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it, WJ precious, and that 1s why I find, 
with constant repetition of these cere-
monials, a certain lack or firmness de-
veloping in my responses; and finalJ.y•i 
darling, that is all there is to it.".:> 
Later, Jurgen was driven to complain rather patheti-
cally about Ana1t1s' numerous cousins, other fertility 
gods, who were always under toot, having come to visit her 
"in such a zoologically muddled condition." 
''Besides, they have no conversation. 
They merely bellow -- or twitter or bleat 
or low or gibber or purr, accordins to 
their respective inc.arnal>ions, - about 
unspeakable mysteries and monstrous 
pleasures unt&l I. i!! fr'ien to3 the yerg S:. :xirj;uft, by their 1m ec li ty. Z-
"And your f omalo relatives are just as 
annoying, with their eternal whispered 
enigmas, and their crescent moons1 and their mystic roses that change co1or and 
require constant gardening, and their 
pathetic belief that I have time to fool 
with them. And the entire pack practices 
symbolism until the house is positively 
littered with ashterahs and combs and 
phalloses and l1nghams and yon1~3and . arghas and pulleiars and talys,j and I 
31 
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do not lmow what other 1d1ottc3~oys that I am continually stepping on." 
Thus, 
And so, more and more, J'Urgen sought es-
cape from Anllit1s and her monstro~~cou­
s1ns Jin the librnrx of the palnce.j~ 
And all this while Jurgen tried to find the answer to 
a riddle, "for Jurgen was no more able to give up question-
ing the meaning or life than could a trout relinquish 
swimming• u36 
"Yes, I teel that something is ex-
pected or me," says Jurgens "and without 
knowing what it is, I nm tolerably sure, 
· somehow, that it i~_not an indulgence in 
endless pleasure.nj/ 
And such was his final decision about Anaitis and Cocalgnea 
For the pleasures ot Cocaigna do not 
satisfy me ••• Yes Anaitis snakes an 
excellent wif~. hevertheless, her 
generation, worshipped as being representative or the god 
Siva or of the productive power Of nature. }Sona, (Sanscrit) I 
In the phallic worship or India, tho symbol or the supreme 
active female energy or nature; usunll.y associated with the 
lingam. ~ (Bindu}a A Hindu pendant ongraved uith the 
likeness ortlie goddess Lakshmi, worn by Brahmin wives. --
From Webster's 1'l-tent4ath Cantua pictioMl'Y• 
34 
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diversions do not satisi)r me,_and gal-
lantly to8make the most o!' i11·e is not enough."3 
Cabell's final evaluation or the respecti~e merits 
of chivalric, 1dealint1c, reo.listic, o.nd co.rnal love is 
presented 1n the developments that occurred after JUrgen 
had entered the ca\re for the third time and had come race 
to tace with Koshchei; the God of Things as They Are. 
Jurgen found this deity ~omewhnt kindly disposed toward 
him. He wished to ~..trnish for Jurgen just such a wi!'*' as 
would be most congenial to him. 
The black gentleman n:ed1tated. "Come, 
friendt" says he at last. "You 11tere a 
poet or some merit. You d1splv.yed a 
promising talent which might have been 
cleverly developed, in any suitable en-
vironment. Now, I repeat, I am an 
Econom1Dtt I dislike wastes and you were 
never fitted to be anything but a poet. 
The trouble was" -- and Koshchei lowered 
his voice to an impressive whispar, --
"tho trouble was your wife did not un-
derstcr..d you. She hindered your nrt. 
Yes, that precisely sums it ups sha inter-
fered ~1th your soul-development, and 
your instinctive need of self-expression, 
and all that sort of thing. ~ ou are v.;,ry 
well rid or this woman, who converted a 
poet into a pawnbroker. To the other 
side, as is with point observed somewhere 
. or other, it is not good for man to live 
38 
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alono. Tiut, triend, I havo just the yife 
tor you."39 
•so P:oscbel waved his hands and there, quick o.s v1nking9 
wo.a the loveliest lo.dy that J'Urgen had ever 1.magined."l+o 
It va1 Queen Guinevere, vhca Jurgen had loved in Glllthion, 
but Guinevere did not know him at all. 
And she told him, quite as the>ugh she 
spoke with a stranger, that she vns Queen 
Guinevere. 
"But Lancelot is turned oonk, at Glas-
tonbUry1 and Arthur is gone into Avalon," 
says shes "and I v1ll be Yf;J)r vU'o U' 
7r1'.l vill have me 1 Jurgen." .l 
JUrgen replied1 
"l"..adame and quoen ••• ~nee long o.go there 
wo.a a man 'triho vorsh1pr.ed all voaon. To 
h11:1 thoy vore one and all or sncrad, 
sveot 1nt1rn1dat1ng beauty. He shaped 
sonor~~n rhY'~es or th13, 1n pralso o: 
the cystory and sanctity or vooen. Thon a 
CO".lnt 1 s tov-headod daughtor vhC7.!1 h~ loved, 
Vith such a lovo as it rnuzles c~ to 
think or now, vns &hewn to h1::1 jl!!lt a.a 
she vas as not even vorthy ot r.n.tred. 
The godJess stood rovealed 1 unvo1led, and displaying in all things such mediocrit1 
as he trettod to !ind in h1::iself. Thnt 
39 
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wns unfortunate. ·For he began to suspect 
that women, also, are akin to their parents; 
and are no wiser, and no more subtle, and 
no more immaculate, than the father who 
begot them •••• And this man w~2never the mate ror you, dear Guinevere." 
And thus Jurgen said farewell to ~ueen 
Guinevere. 
"Again r<oschei \·10.ved his hand. Then ca.me to Jurgen a 
,,oman who wns strangely r1'ted and perverse."4~ It was 
Ana1t1s, '1ho in the meanwhile bad forgotten that J\lrgen 
had ever been her Prince Consort. 
Of the lore of Thais she spoke! and ot 
the schooling of Sappho, and or the 
secrets or Rhodope, and of the mourning 
for Adonis •••• "For we have but a littla 
vhile to live~ and none lmows his fnte 
thereo.fter. ~o man possesses nothing 
certainly save a brief loan of his own 
bodyi and yet the body- of man is capable 
or much curious plea.sure." ••• And the 
bright-colored ·woman spoke with antique 
directness or matters that Jurgen found 
embarrassing. 
"Come, comel;n thinks he • . But it will 
never do to seem provincial. I believe 
that I am actually blushing" 
Aloud he sa1d: "Sweetheart, there was ••• 
a youth who sought quite zealously for 
the over-mastering frenzies you prattle 
about. But, candidly, he could not find 
the flesh whose touch would rouse insanity. 
The lad had opportunities, too, let me tell 
42 
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youl • • • He went from one pair of lips 
to a.not~lf \'11th an ardour that was 
always -feigned, and with protes-
tations whioh were curious echoes ot 
some romance or ~ther. Such.escapades 
were pleasant enough: but they wars not 
very ser1ot1$, after all. For tha:le 
tbings concorned his body alone: and I 
am more than ~ edifice ot viands raised 
by my teeth. u . . . 
Jurgen's final answer to the appeals of Ana1t1s was, 
· "Sweetheart, ••• you paint a glotV'ing 
picture: but you arg 'shrewd enough to 
borrow your pigments from tho day-tlreams 
ot inexperience. What you prattlet ~bout 
is not at all as you describe it.0 t-7 
Again Koshchei waved bis l"..:L"ldt n.nd before Jureen 
stood .. ':l woman with golden hairJ and she was robed all 1n 
white.. It was Qttean Helen, the delight of gOds and meh. 
And Jurgen addressed the lady of his vision: 
"iTovt throll6h the will or Koshche1r it 
appears that you stand within nrm s 
reach •••• La.dy1 were that possible --
and I know very well it is not possible, 
whatever my senses may report -- I run 
not r1t to mate with your perlection. 
For we who are tax-payers an well as im-
mortal souls must live by politic evas,.ons 
and f ormuJ.ue and catchwords that fret 
away our lives as moths waste a garment; 
we fall insensibly to cocmon-sense as to 
a drugJ and it ldlls whatever 1n us is 
44 
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rebellious and fine. and unreasonable; and 
so you will find no man of my years with 
whom living 1s not a mechanism which gnaws 
away time unprompted. For within this 
hour I have become again a creature of 
use and wont; I am the lackey o~ prudence 
and half measures; . and I have· put my 
dreams upon allowance. Yet evan now I 
lava you more than I love book:e- and in-
dolence and flattery and the charitable 
wine which cheats . ma into a favorable 
opinion of myself. What more can an 
old poet say? For that reason lady, I 
pray you begone, because your lovel1IlflijS 
is a taunt which I ·r1nd unendurable."% 
Now Jurgen has realized that the Lady of the .Vision can 
never be attained and that her beauty and perfection, if 
pursued, will bring only pain and bitter disappo1ntment1 
he who pursues an idoal must not only fail -- he must 
su!fer bitterly. 
"And so farewell to you, Queen Helen! 
Oh, very l one ago I found your beauty 
mirrored in a wanton's facel and often 
in a ·woman's face I have found one or 
another feature wherein she resembled 
you, and for the sake of it have lied to 
that woman glibly. And all my verses, 
as I know now, were vain enchantments 
striving to evoke that hidden loveliness 
or which I knew by dim report alone. Oh, 
all my life was a foiled quest of youl Queen Helen, and an unsatiated hunger ng •••• 
Your beauty has been to me as a robber 
that stripped my life of joy and sorrow, 
and I desire not ever to dream of your 
46 
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beaut7 8"7 acre. For I have been able 
to love nobody. And I tcnov that it 1• 
7ou vho have prevented thia, Qwaen Helen, 
at every moment or r::.y 111'• since the 
d1aaa trou.a mocent vhen I tire t aeemed 
to find your lovelineaa 1n the taoe ot 
Madame Dorothy. It 1• the D1m017 ot 
7our beauty, u I then aav lt mirrored 1n 
the tace ot a J 111-tlirt, vhich hna en. 
tee bled me ror auct;,..~one•t love u other 
men give vcaen •••• 
Thwl he cried tarewll to the Svan'• 
daughters and Queen Helei;Jo.nisbed u 
a bright c1at paasea •••• 
At this point Xoshche1 the Deathleaa beco.m a bit ti:i-
patient and remarked thrlt so• people a.re bard to plense. 
Jurgen then asked, • ••• could you not l•t me ••• 1f1 tirat 
vita tor Just a comont?• Accord1ng].y1 Dace Liaa apponred. 
•Aha, 7ou rruscall" bogirua Dam Lisa, 
addroaain& Jureen1 •and ao you though~ 
to be rid or r»I Ob, a ~iou.1 lot 
7ou arel and a deal ot t 1a1 I get tor 
117 acriapin& and alavlngl • And •he began 
scolding aYa.7•1+9 
And rather unaccountably Jurgen tell 
to thinking or hov unsuhs tantial seemed 
these curious contha devoted to other 
vomen, u set agninst the cocaonplace 
yenra vhich be and Ltaa had tret ted 
through together1 or the tine l:lerl"J' 
girl that L1sa hnd been betore •ho DO..rried 
hi.D1 ot hov veil abe tcnev hi• taatea 1n 
i.1 
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cookery and all ·bis little pro£erences, 
and or how cleverly she humored them on 
those rare days when nothing had occurred 
to vex herJ of all the buttons she had 
replaced, and all the socks she had 
darned, and or what tempests had been 
loosed when anyone else had had the au-
dac1 ty to criticize Jurgen1 and of how 
much more unpleasant - everything con-
sidered -- life -was without her than 
with her. She was so unattractive, too, 
poor dear, thatoYou could not but be 
sorry tor her.~ 
Jurgen•s final decision wast.~iI think I 
will take her back, Prince. t~ 
When Lisa had departed, atter a memorable tirade 
directed against Jurgen, Koshche1 expressed wonder at 
Jurgen•s choice •. 
Jurgen replied1 
"Ahl ••• but the truth ot it is, we 
have ived together so long that my wite 
has become rather foolishly' fond of me. 
She is not, as ·one might say, quite 
reasonabl(f about me. No, sir, it 1s 
the fashion of women to discard civility 
toward those tor whom they suffer most 
will1ngly1 and whom a woman loveth she 
chasteneth, after a good precedent •••• 
Oh, ?r1nce, when I consider steadfastly 
the depth and intensity or that devotion 
· wh1¢h tor so maey years has tended me, 
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and bas endured the society Of that person 
whom I peculiar~ lmow to be the most 
tedious and irritating of companions, I 
stand aghast, before a miracle. And I 
cry, oh~ certa1nly a goddessl and I can 
think or no queen who is fairly mentionable 
in the same breath. Hah, all we poets 
wr1 te a deal about love: but none of us 
may grasp the word's fUll meaning until 
he reflects that this is a passion 
mighty' enoughc-to induce a woman to put 
up with h.1m.n..,2 
On this note does the High History of Jurgen end. 
Jurgen, who might have dwelt forever and a day with the 
beauty of the fabled Guinevere, the perfection of the 
incomparable Helen, or the excitement of the alluring 
Ana1t1s turned his back upon them all and chose rather to 
go home to an ageing, shrewish wile. And good reasons 
are ma.de apparent for his doing so. ~ut isn't this roman-
tic heresy? 
We JD.83' imagine the paunchy pawnbroker of forty-odd 
and the carping, sharp.tongued Lisa sitting before the tire 
of a winter night 1n their commonplace cottage, and the 
miracle of 1t is that either has the forbearance to put 
up with the other. But Mr. Cabell bas made it seem entireJ.y 
fitting that it shoUld be thus. The Guineveres and the 
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Helens and the other. sirens of .high romance are, if at-
tainable, unsatisfying • . Ordinary domest1c1~y · is preferable. 
Mr. Cabell has demonstrated the convincingness or this, 
but in doing so .has he played the romanticist or the realist? 
And, finally, has Mr. Cabell, in his treatment or 
sex, revealed himself as one of the depraved sons or 
SOdomJ or has he, to quote Guy Holt again, given us in 
Jurgen tta plea for monogamy presented 1n the only convincing 
terms"? 
Mr. Cabell has surveyed rationally the ecstatic 
frenzies ot carnal. love and has found them "all ruin and 
a drunkenness or the inmost sense." These are the words 
or Anaitis herself 1 who also says,. "To serve me you will 
then be eager to surrender whatever else is in your 11£e1 
and other pleasures you will take with your left hand, 
not thinking of them entirely." It is not to be wondered 
at that Jurgen tound the service ot Anaitis too demanding 
and that he more and more sought refuge in the library of 
Anaitis• quarters. Nor is it strange that Jurgen replied 
to the final appeal of Anaitis by stating that these 
' 
things concerned his body alone, "and I am more than an 
edifice or viands raised by my teeth." 
Similarly, idealized love, viewed rationally, is the 
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parent of eventual and inescapable disillusionment, as 
Jurgen learned to his sorrow. 
.. 
· There remainS the more sober relationship or married 
domesticity, to which· the bridal couple return from the 
honeymoon with most of their bright illusions gone, having 
become commonplace Mr. and Mrs. So-and-so. But the en-
suing years bring their unglamorous but lasting and satis-
fying compensations. And what could be more rational 
than this, or more moral? 
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CHAP.rER IV 
Cabell on Chr1stian1ty1 on Justice 
on the Nature ot Man1 on Man's 
Place in the Universe. 
In the tollowing pages will be presented, as expressed 
in J\trgen, Co.bell's views on man, his dignity or lack ot 
it, his desire tor "Justice," o.nd his relation to the 
universe. All ot these details can perhaps be comprehended 
under the term re11g1on, 1f that term be understood in its 
broader sense, with no implications or·d~gma or sectarianism. 
Accordingly, Mr. Cnbell'a treatment of Chr1st1M1£( 
in Jµrgen will first be presented. 9!Jrist1np1ty is a rathor 
broad term and b~eestzs vnstl.y ditferent things to vastly 
different people. Perhaps no one has ever computed the 
number ot the various Christian sects, but their number 
1s surely legion, and with each one Christianity has 
assumed o. different guise. Therefore, it is important to 
determine which particular versions ot Christianity Hr. 
Cabell treats 1n i')l.rgen. 
Contrary to what eight be expected, such a determina-
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tion is not too difficult to make. The f1rst important 
thing to note is that Mr. Cabell certa1nly does not pre-
sent 1n ;rurgen his own Christianity, unless in a verr 
negative way, as one would define a term by stating what 
it does not mean. Briefly stated, J!.r. Cabell's Hell (which 
Jurgen visits) is a region conceived b7 ordinary and 
literal-minded people, such as Jurgen•s father, Coth of 
the Rocks. Koshche1t God of Things as They Are, "'Created 
Hell extempore, and made it 3ust such a place as your 
forefathers imagined it ought to be •••• •ttl S1m1larl7, 
when Jurgen visited Hee.vent he learned that in all respects 
it conformed to what his grandmother Steinvor thought it 
was. "'Then Koshchei smiled and created Heaven about 
Ste1nvor and her 1llus1ons, and he made Heaven just such 
a place as was described in the book.•n2 
Accordingly, Heaven in Jm:gen is an illusion of 
G randmother Steinvor, and thus does Mr. Cabell create 
illusions tor the purpose of dispelling illusions, tor 
certainly no perceptive reader could accuse Cabell of a 
l 
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desire to roster the naive conceptions ot Ste1nvor. And 
to dispel illusions (by 'Whatever means) would seem to be 
to serve the purposes or realism. 
Upon his arrival 1n Hell, there came to Jurgen "all 
such devils as his tathers had foretold, and in not a hair 
or scale or talon did they- differ from the worst that any-
body had been able to imagine."3 His principal interro-
gator was Ama1mon, "in the form ot a thick suet-colored 
worm going upright upon his tail, which shone like the 
tail ot a glowworm."lt-
Atter he had learned that Jurgen wrus "Emperor ot 
?loumaria,n Ama1mon hesitated to permit Jurgen to romain, 
tor they- were rather overrun with emperors, each ot whan 
was a great trouble to them. It was necessary to devise 
and administer punishments appropriate to their numerous 
and horrible crimes. 
nor course they are not properly punished 
until they are convinced that what is 
happening to them is just and adequate. 
And you have no notion what elaborate 
tortures they insist their exceeding 
wickedness has merited, as though that 
which they did or lett undone could 
3 
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possibly matter to anybody. And to c~ r! 
trive these torments quite tires us out."7 
Repeatedly Cabell returns to the assertion that the 
sort of Hell that Jurgen visited was nothing more nor less 
than the embodiment of the beliefs ot Jurgen•s 11teral-
m1nded ancestors, whose sense of their own importance 
demanded punishments 1n keeping with the "monstrosity" ot · 
their sins. We have here, among other things, a very 
evident satire on man's idea or his own importance, a 
conception which Mr. Cabell quite evidently does not 
share. And as "realism" 1s understood in this twentieth 
century, a conviction or man's insignificance is one ot 
its trade-marks. 
As demonstrating the frequency or Cabell's emphasis 
upon Bell as the creation ot man's inflated ego, the 
following may be noteda 
One or the first inquiries addressed to Jurgen upon 
his arrival was, n•were you a very wicked ruler?'" Jurgen 
assured the devils that he had not been. 
"Your conscience, then, does not demand 
that you be punished?" 
"My conscience, gentlemen, is too well-
bred to insist on anything." 
"You do not even wish to be tortured?" 
"Well, I ndm1 t I had expected something 
of the sort. But none the less, I will 
not make a point of 1t," said Jurgen, 
handsomely. "No, I shall be quite satis-
fied even though you do not torture me 
at all." 
And then the mob of devils made a great 
to-do over Jurgen. 
"For 1t is exceedingly good to have at 
least one unpretentious and undictatorial 
human being in Hell. Nobody as a rule 
W.•ops in on us save inordinately proud 
and consc1ont1ous ghosts, whose self-
eoncei t 1s intolerable, and whose demands 
are outrageous. tt6 
And agains 
"All such as you are born with a con--
scionce come hither," the devils said. 
"Do you think you could persuade them to 
go elsewhere? For in that event, we 
would be deeply obliged to you. Their 
self-conceit is pitiful.a but it is also 
a nuisance, becaus~ it prevents our 
getting 8111' rest.11'1 
Later, JU.rgen visits and talks with Grandfather Satan, 
who is, so to speak, the Chairman ot the Board, the ultimate 
authority. One of his first remarks to Jurgen was that 
"'Ah, but you must remember that thoughttul. persons keep 
out or Hell.'"8 
6 
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Quite a neighborly discussion did Jurgen and Grand-
father Satan have, and toward its conclusion Jurgen had 
little hesitntion in asking "'How long, then, must I re-
main here?'" 
"I do not know," replies Satan. "It 
depends entirely on what 7our father 
thinks about it -" 
"But what has that to do with 1t"1" 
"-Since l and all else that is here 
are your f'nther's absurd notion •••• 0 9 
When Jurgen bad departod tram Grandfather Satan, be 
paased that point 1n Hell where his father, Coth, "stood 
conscientiously 1il the midst of the largest and hottest 
flame he had been able to imagine, and rebuked the outworn 
devils who were tormenting him, because the tortures they 
inflicted \iere not adequate to the wickedness or Coth.nlO 
Coth here becomes the part1cUlar and specific con-
firmation or Cabell 1s thesis that Hell is merely an em-
bodiment of man•s 1mag1n1ngs and that man's unjustified 
opinion or the importance of his own doings and or his own 
place in the scheme or things universal borders upon the 
nbsurd 1r it does not actually project into it. 
9 
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"••• 1t 1s iruldequnte torm9nt, JUrgen, suob 
as does not snlve my conscience. There is 
no justice 1n thic place, and no way ot 
gotting justice. For these shiftless devils 
do not take seri~ly that which I did, 
and they merely pretend to punish me, and 
so f!1.Y consc1enco stays unsnt1sr1ed." 
"Hell, but, tather, I have talked with 
them, and they seem to think your crimes 
do not amoWlt to much after all." 
Coth tlew into one or his familiar 
ragAs. "I would have you know that I 
killed eight men in cold blood1 and held five othor mon mile they were ooin(I killed. 
I estima.te the sum or such iniquity ns ten 
and a half mnrdersl 1n addition to the 
many hundreds I k1 led in the heat of 
battle, and could not keep count ot." 
"Ah, but, sir, that was fifty years or 
more ago, and those men would now be 
dee.d 1n nny event, so you see it does not 
mntter nov." 
"l went astray with women, with I do 
not know how l!Ulny women •••• You jacknnpes, 
I tell you that I swore and stole and 
roreed and burned rour houses and broke 
the Sabbath and was guilty of mnyhem and 
spoke disrespectful].y to my oothor and 
worshipped a stone image in Portusa. I 
tell you I shattered the wholo Docnloguo, 
til!le and again. I comcitted all the 
crimes that were ever heard ot, c.nd in-
vented six new ones.nil 
For a parallel to this sort ot imagined superlative 
depravity, one must turn to Synge's Pl.D.YbO'.Y RI. ,.!Jl!L Western 
11 
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WorJ:d, which· is not often characterized as an example of 
dreamy, idealized romnnticiam. 
Coth's impatience with the inadequacy of.his torments 
is fUrther emphasized. 
"•••I demand that you loitering deVils 
br!ng more fuel." 
"Sir," said a panting little fiend, 1n 
the form or a tadpole with hairy arms and 
legs like a monkey's, as he ran up vtith 
four bundles or faggots, ••we are doing 
the very best we can ror your discomfort. 
But you damned have no consideration for 
us, and do not remember that we are on 
our feet day and n1ght1 waiting upon you, n said the 11 ttle devil, whimpering 
as with his pitchfork he raked up the 
tire about Coth. •tyou do not even remem-
ber the upset condition of the country, 
on account or the war with Heaven, which 
makes it hard for us to get you all the 
ineonvaniences or life. Instead, you 
lounge in your flames, and complain about 
the service! and Grandfather Satan nunishes 
us, and it s not fa.ir. 0 12 · 
Jurgen protested that after a man has been dead a con-
siderable while, it really doesn't matter much what he did, 
that he becomes "just a stone in the churchyard which 
describes him as a paragon of all the virtues;nl3 but 
Coth steadfastly refUsed to believe that his wickedness 
did not bother anyone now. 
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And Jurgen, nov a naturalizea c1t1zon ot Hell, IDllrl'ied 
a very engaging vampire, Florimall1 and lived v1th hor b1 
the shore or tho sen. 
••• this soa was composed or tht.I blood 
that had been shed by piety 1n turthering 
the k1ngdo::i of tho Prince or Peace, cind 
was reputed to be t~.e lo.rgont 1n existenae.l~ 
The passage Just quoted oeem worthy or Jonath:m 
GvU't 1n one or his more indi~nnnt moods. It 1a hnrd~ 1n 
oontorm1ty v1 th H:-. Cabell' s nvowed purposo to "vr1to per-
fectly a.bout beautL4'ul h.op;:>0~s •" Rol1c1ous 1ntolero.nce, 
when it develops into persocutio~ -- which it has orton 
done - constitutos one or the co:it ropell.rult reo.litios or 
hutwl nn~..irc, c..nd Cabell hero points up the dot'oroity by 
the ironic rcoindcr that it vaa nil done 1n "furthering 
the ld.ngdo:l or tho Prince or Poo.co." 
Cnbcll a.lso u.sos tbe ep1sodo or J'Urgon•a atny 1n 
P.oll to expose the c::i.dno~rn \/hicb soizos a nation durf.ne 
the tico or wo.r, and to :iur; ~o:Jt vi th d1s1llus1onment that 
our "onli&htcned dococracy" i:i opon to covere criticism 
as a torm or government. 
For vith the devils Jurgen got on garru-
lously. The religion ot Hell is patriotism, 
and the
1
eoverr..ment 1a on enlightened demo-
cracy. ' Thia contentod the devlli, and 
l~ 
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Cabell i:iay have owed s~thing to John Milton here a 
"'For so the populu vote 1.ncl1nea. 1 " ~ 
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· Jurgen had learned long agol.6 never to 
fall out with either or these codes, 
without which, as the devils were !ond 
or ob~erving, Hell would not be what it 
is. 11' 
It is ~rell to recall that Ju;cen was publizhed in 
1919, less t1'.mi a year after the end or the war to "make 
the world safe ror democracy," and many or the war-time 
developments were fresh in Cabell' s memory. To 1mn31ne 
that he used these details for their esthet1o appeal is 
to misunderstand both Mr. Cabell and estheticism. 
Cabell relates that there was considerable unrest 
1n Hell. The simple-minded fiends were "deplorably over-
worked by the importunate dead ••• , who were such persons 
as had baen saddled with a conscience, and who 1n conse-
quence demanded interminable torments.nl8 ParticuJ.ar]Jr 
among the younger devils there was strong sentiment tor 
"compounding the age-old war vith Heaven, at nlmost ~ 
price •••• " There was the Scriptural pronouncement that 
when Satan had been bound in chains, there would ba no 
more death1 that meant, or course, that there would be 
no further influx ot "conscientious dead persons 1n search 
16 
A realistic note suggesting bitter experience. 
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of torment.... So ·· said the younger devils: and considered 
Grandfather s~tun ought to sacrifice himself' for the 
general "relf'are.nl9 
Satan had been tho pre91d1ng magistrate of' Hell ever 
since its rounding because "a change of' administration is 
inexpedient 1n var-t,.me 1 eo tho.t Satan must term after 
term be re-electeds and, or course, Satan had beon voted 
absolute power in everything, since this too is customary 
1n war-time. Well, and after the first few thousand years 
of this the younger devils began to whisper that such 
government was not ideal domocracy.u20 
This pro-Celestial propnganda, advocating peace and 
submission to the commands ot Heaven was, or course, 
viewod with indignation by the more conservative older 
dov1ls, who remembered "the brave days when Pandemonium 
'Was ~- n~'ldy built and they were all imps together.1121 
Jurgen, who had learned never to fall out with the code 
or patriotism, strongly advocated (with the full approval 
of the stronger and conservative element) a policy of firm 
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severely and spoke of the latter's "policy or condonation." 
There is more tP.an a little of the intolerant, rabble-
rousing, n!k'\triotic" demagogue 1n Jurgen• s harangue: 
"I tell you that as long as sentimental 
weakness marks tha prosecution of offences 
in violation of the laws necessitated by 
war-time conditions; &s long as deserved 
punishment for overt acts or pro-Celastialism 
is withheld; as long as weak-kneed cle-
mency condones even a suspicion of disloyal 
th1nlcinea then just so long will a righteous-
ly incensedt if now and than misguided 
patriotism take into its ~2hnnds ven-geance upon the offenders." 
Jurgen continued his patriotic outburst, addressing 
Grandfather Satan directly: 
•• ••• tha patriotic people of Hall are 
not in a temper to be trifled with, now 
~hat they are at war. Conviction for 
offenses against the nation should not 
be behedged about ~1th technicalities 
devised for over-refined peace-time 
.jurisprudence.'*23 
Grandfather Satan inquired, "'But with what are you chargir.g 
me?'" 
"tvith sentimental weakness," retorted 
Jurgen. "Was it not only yesterday one 
or tha younger devils was brought baf ore 
you, upon the charge that he had said 
the climate in Heaven was better than that 
here? And you, sir, Hell's chief magis-
trate - you 11; was who actually asked 








"Now, but what else 'Was I to do"i" 
said Satan, figgetin~, ••• 
"You should have remembered, sir, that 
e devil whose ya.triotism is impugned is 
a devil to be punished~ and that there is 
no time to be prying into irrelevant 
questions of his guilt or innocence. 
Otherwise, I tako it, you will nev~r 
have any real democracy in Hell.11 21+ 
And Satan replied, "No doubt, precisely as you say 1 
we do need a. little more severity hereabouts, and would 
gain by adopting more human methods."2' The bitter impli-
cations of Satan• s expression, "more human methods," 
should not be overlooked. 
And thus "J'Urgen's perception and sturdy common-oense 
were forevermore established among the older and more 
solid elements 1n Hell.0 
And Satan followed Jurgon's suggestions, 
and tb~ threatened rebellion was satis-
factorily discouraged, by tearing into 
very srn;ill fragments anybody who grumbled 
about anything. So that all the subjects 
of Satan went about smiling broadly all 
the time at the thought or what might be-
fall them if they seemed dejected. Thus 
was Hell a happier lQoking place because 
of Jurgen's coming 0 26 
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It s~e~s evident thnt the author intended the stronger 
.. stresses in the last sentence to fall on the words happier 
J.ooklp.g• 
Thora s~ems to b~ little doubt abm.it the entire 
earnestness of Mr. Caball 's views concerning human behavior 
and "Christian" behavior during war-time, both on the 
battle field, on the home front, and in the pUlpit.27 
When on this nubject, he does not mnke the artistic purpose 
his primary one. ne is not lzri ting perfectly about 
beauti.ful things. Confirmation or his earnestness can 
be found in some or his other books. In Let Hsl, Y!!,, he 
writes, 
~·· the war, that inconceivable huge 
horror, becomes only a slight, dis-
reen.rded annorance now that \1r1ting 
drugs me. I ha"e lived throur,h too 
many years to:.:expect human beinBs to 
behave rationallYJ and the war, as yet, 
stays endurably remote1 in its more 
violent aspects, from tiny Poynton 
Lodge and my adjacont seven acre~ in 
the northern neck of Virginia. 2U 
And 1n Peyond Lire, 
History must always record that in war-
time the miniatora of Christ, in every 
land and epoch, have bravel.y confessed 
that to their minds the el:hortation 
27 
It should b9 remambered that when Co.bell writes of' 
Christianity he doe~ not always write or his own particular 
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to love your neighbor was 1n no way in· 
consistent with military endeavor to re-
move him from the face of the earth; and 
that to their minds the text concerning 
the blessedness or peacemakers should be 
nrescinded for the enemy. tt The clera 
act bravely, be it repeated, for considerable 
courage is required to make public con-
fession that your mind works 1n this 
fashion. Iior for near twenty centuries 
have they once faltered 1n contending 
that the Sixth Commandment should be 
interpreted 1n a super-Piok:wickian sense, 
since if only you were careful to commit 
your homicides wholesale and in the 
right uniform, manslaughter was an eminently 
praiseworthy pursuit. And killing done 
1n the wrong uniform, of course! is 
counted as another brutal atroc tyi that 
has always been frankly ~Qnceded by the 
clergy, upon both sides. 'I 
It seems evident that to Mr. Cabell war was not very 
romantic nor very heroic. 
It has already been noted that when Jurgen visited 
Heaven, he was told that Koshche1, the God or Things as 
They Are, had created the place to humor Jurgen•s grand-
mother, Ste1nvor. He "created Heaven about Ste1nvor and 
her illusions, and he ma.de Heaven just such a place as 
was described in the book. n30 It would presumably be safe 
to infer from this touch that Mr. Cabell did not hold with 
those whose Christianity is based upon a literal reading of 
the Bible. It would seem to be correspondingly unsafe to 
infer that Mr. Cabell is attacking, not one narrow version 
29 
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ot Christianity, but the Christian creed in general and a 
belief in an afterlife. 
One or two details Jll8Y' be noted, however. Jurgen dis-
covered that Koshchei had questioned Steinvor and had thus 
perceived her illusions. 
"But stay,n said Koshcheis "what is that 
which comes into this woman's eyes as she 
speaks of her children?" And they told 
him it was love. 
"Did I create this love?" says Koshchei, 
who made things as they are. And they 
told him, not and that there were many 
sorts of lovel but that this especial 
sort was an 1 lusion which women invented 
for themselves, and which they exhibited 
1n all dealings with their children. And 
Koshchei sighed. 
"Tell me about your children," Koshchei 
then said to Steinvora "and look at me as 
you talk, so that I may see your eyes." 
So Ste1nvor talked of her childrens and 
Koshcbe1, who made all things, listened 
very attentively •••• So she ran on very 
happily and proudJ.y, while Koshche1 ••• 
listened, and watched the eyes of steinvor. 
Then privately Koshchei asked, "Are 
these children and grandchildren of 
Steinvor such as she reports?" 
"No, sir," they told him privately. 
So as Steinvor talked Koshchei devised 
illusions 1n accordance with that which 
Steinvor saidt and created such children 
and grandchileil'en as she described. Male 
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and female be created them standing behind 
Steinvor, and all were beautiful and stain-
less: and KDshchei gave life to these 
illusions .3J. 
This account or things was given to J\lrgen by the God 
ot Jurgen•s grandmother; and Jurgen (a fine touch of 1ronyl) 
was a bit shocked. 
"And all this," said Jurgen virtuously, 
"for a woman who was not even fai thf'ul to 
her husband.I n . 
"Oh, very probablyl'" said the Goda "at 
all events, it was done for a woman who 
loved. Koshchei will do almost anything 
to humor lov~, since love is one or the 
two things wnicb are impossible to Koshchei." 
"I have heard that pride is impossible 
to Koshchei - •••But why is love im-
possible to Koshche1?" 
''Because Koshche1 made things as they 
are, and day and night be contemplates 
things as they are. How, then can Koshchei 
love anyth1ng?"32 
It would be difficult to evade or explain away the 
pessimistic touch here. "Things as they are," when contem-
plated by the power responsible for them, the power who 
created them, are not such as to give a sense of gratifica-
tion (pride) or a sense of affection (love) to one who 
lmows he has wrought them. 
31 {bid., PP• 300-01. 
32 
Ibid., PP• 302-3. 
.. 
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Another instance or the disillusioning reality of 
things is to be found in JUrgen•s meeting with a young 
lad who helped him gain entrance to Heaven. This lad was 
Jurgen himself as his Grandmother Steinvor had known him, 
the Jurgen who had once been. Jurgen had been "beautiful 
and stainless," and so his grandmother conceived of him, 
and accordingly had Koshchei created this lad tor Ste1nvor 
as part or the Heaven that was her illusion. 
And J'Urgen talked with the boy that be 
had once been, and stood race to race with 
all that Jurgen bad been and was not any 
longer. And this was the one happening 
which befell Jurgen that the writer or 
the tale lacked heart to tell or.jj 
This writer has never met with a more pathetic state-
ment of disillusionment than the last sentence above. And 
thus did Mr. Cabell write perfectly a bout beautitul things. 
And because Jurgen was no longer beautiful. and stain-
less, and because he comprehended - with agony - what he 
had once been, he thus addressed the God of his grandmother. 
33 
"God ot my grandmother, I cannot quite 
believe 1n You, and Your doings as they 
are recorded I find incoherent and a 
little droll. But I am glad the affair 
has been so arranged that You may always 
now be real to brave and gentle persons 
who have believed in and have worshipped 
Ibid., P• 29~. 
lOff 
and have loved You. To have disappointed 
them would have been uni'a1r s · and 1 t is 
right that before the faith . they had in 
You not even Koshohei who made things as 
they are ~as able to be reasonab~e. 
"God of my grandmother, I cannot quite 
believe in You!· but remembering the SUl:l 
of love and fa th that has been given You, 
I tremble. I think of the dear people · · 
whose living was confident and gl.ad be-
cause of their faith· in Yous I think of 
them, and in my heart contanns a blind 
contrition, and a yearning, and an en-
viousness, and yet a tender sort or amuse-
ment colors all. · Oh1 God, there was never 
any other deity who t..ad such dear wor- · 
shippers as You have had, and You should · 
be very proud of them. 
"God of my grandmother, I cannot quite 
believe in You •••• I, Jurgen, see You only 
through a mist er tears. For You were 
ioved by those whom I loved greatly very 
long ago: and when I look at You it is 
Your worshippers and the dear believers 
of old that. I remember• And it seems to 
me that dates and manuscripts and the 
opinions ·or learned persons are very : 
trifling things beside what I remember . 
and what! I envyl" 31+ · · ' . 
Is not Jurgen'a voice the voice or many or today and 
yesterday who, try as they may, cannot reconcile reason 
. . 
and faith nnd who are . t~etefore suspended between two 
worlds, to neither or whic.h they oan belong_, being in 
' . 
effect the displaced persoris of the universe? But be it 
not~d . t~t Jurgen's voice is not necessarily the voice of 
31+ • \ ' ' 
Ibid., . PP• 303-1+ • 
. : 
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Cnboll, as Ferrara•s voice 1n "Hy Last Duchess" is not 
necessarily the voice or Browning. 
J\lrgen• s last conversation in Heaven was vi th st. Peter, 
and they hit it orr remarkably well considering that J'Urgen 
had been the paramour ot Guinevere, Ana.itis, Chloris, 
Florimel, il Al•t and st. Peter, ot course, the tirst and 
greatest or the popoa. 
"Well, it is true, st. Peter, tho.t you 
founded the Church-" 
"Now, there you go ngainl That is what 
those patronizing seraphim and those impish 
cherubs are always telling us. You see, 
we Twelve sit together in Heaven, each on 
his white thrones and we behold everything 
tho.t happens on Earth. Now f'rom our sta-
tion there has been no ignoring the growth 
and doings or~~ m1g~looselY ~ Chr1st1an~.3~omot s tfuit wlifCli 
we seo ma 8 us very uncomfortable, J\Jrgen. 
Especially as just then soma cherub is 
sure to rlutter by, and in a brood grin, 
and chuckle, 'But you started it.' And 
we didJ I cannot deny that in a way we 
did. Yet really we never anticipated 
anything or this sort, and it is not tair 
to tease us about it •••• It only they would 
not claim s1b with us we could stand it ••• 
tor to cap it all, J'Urgen, the little 
wretches die, o.nd come to Beaven 1mpUdent 
as sparrows, and expect me to let them 1nl 
From their tbumbscrewingslrand their 
nuto-da-fes, and from the massacres, and 
po.tr1ot1c sermons, and ho~ wa.rs, and trom 
3S 
Italics are mine. 
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every manner of abomination, they come 
to me smirking. And millions upon 
millions or them, Jurgens There is no 
form of cruelty or folly that has not 
come to me tor praise, and no sort or 
criminal idiot who has not claimed 
fellowship with m~. who was an Apostle 
and a gentleman.nJo 
In view of the passage just cited, can one reasonably 
contend that Mr. Cabell, 1n Jµrgen, pictures a world (or 
cosmos) in which things correspond to heart's desire, the 
light that never was on land or sea, the consecration 
and the poet's dream? 
st. Peter was particularly indignant about one pro-
minent person who had appeared at his wicket and demanded 
entrance to the blessed regions. 
"Wby J'Urgen, you may not believe 1 t, 
but there was an eminent bishop came to 
me only last week 1n the expectation that 
I was going to admit him, - and I with 
the f'ull record of his work for temperance, 
all fairly written out and in m.y handl" 
''But temperance is surely a virtue, St. 
Peter." 
"Ah but his notion or temperances and 
his rllthy ravings to my face, as though 
he were talking in some churcn or otherl 
Whyt the slavering little blasphemerl to 
m.y race he spoke against the first of' my 
36 
Jurgen, pp. 309-10. 
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Master's miracles, and against the last 
injunction which was laid upon us Twelvet 
spluttering that the wine was un.fermenteal 
To me he said this, look you, Jurgenl to 
me, who drank or tnat noble wine at Cana 
and equally or that sustaining wine we 
had in the little upper room in Jerusalem 
when the hour of trial was near and our 
Master would have us at our bestl With 
ma, who have since tasted or that unima-
gtilable wine which the Master promised 
us 1n His kingdom, the busy . wretch would 
be arguing& and would have convinced 
ma, in the face ot all my memories, that 
my Master, Who was a Man among men, was 
nourished by such thin swill as bred this 
niggling, brawling wretch to plague mel" 
"Well! but indeed, St. Peter, there is 
no denying that wine is often misused." 
"So he in.formed me, Jurgen. And I told 
him by that argument he would prohibit 
the making of bishops, for reasons he 
would f'1nd 1n the mirrors and that, re-
membering what happened at the Crucifixion, 
he would clap every lumber dealer into jail. So they took him away still slavering," 
so.id st. Peter, wearily. "He was threate~ 
1ng to have somebody else elected in my 
place when I last heard hims but that 
was only old habit." 37 
37 
Ibid., PP• 310-11. The bishop referred to is un-
doubted'iY'B1shop (Methodist) James Cannon, Jr. a born 1n 
Salisbucy J., Maryland, November 13, l86lt1 A. B., Randolph-
Macon, 180'+-; Principal Of Blackstone Female Institute ~ 
J2f.. Mill ill v17g~niaJ.. ed. Iqon G. Tyler, Washington, D.c., 
l9Qv;--j)p. 65- • • He ended up as Methodist Bishop ot Los 
Angeles. He was officially pronounced a "flour boarder" 
during World War IJ he was the self'-appointed spokesman tor 
the "intelligent, salt-respecting, honest masses of our 
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As the good bishop had been denied entrance into 
Heaven, Jurgen expressed wonder that he had not met the 
prelate 1n Hell, from which he had come not long before. 
Saint Peter explained• 
"In the Hell or your fathers? Oh, nos 
your fathers meant well, but their notions 
were limited. No, we have quite another 
eternal home tor these blasphemers, 1n a 
region that was titted out long ago, when 
the need grew pressing to provide a place 
for zealous Churchmen •••• ••• we Twelve ••• 
were permitted to design and furnish this 
place. And, or course, we put it 1n 
charge or our former confrere,3dudas. He seemed the appropriate person. 
Thus Mr. Cabell on zealous churchmen and those who 
would, by political action and power, compel others to 
live "the good life." It is small wonder that Koahchei, 
who created things as they are, found little or nothing 
1n which to take pride. 
people" 1 be dealt extensively with a New York bucket-shop1 he 
appeared before a committee or his church on charges of im-
morality; he was indicted and tried by the Federal CDUrts on 
charges of violating the corrupt practices acts he retused 
to explain in detail how he had spent over $48 000 1n the 
presidential campaign ot 19281 _1n which he zealously opposed 
and denounced the alcoholic All-red E. Smith, who wns also a 
tool of Romanism. (Richmond T1mes-Dfsiiitch, editorial, October 
16, 193,). He was a rabid prohibit o st and, as the spokes-
man for the "1ntell1gentt self-respecting! honest masses of 
our people," he exercised. great power pol ticall.y (until ?lovem-
ber 1932) and had many senators and congressmen eating out 
of tis hand. st. Peter's evaluation or the good bishop 
seems quite sounds another touch or Cabellian realism. 
38 
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Cabell called Jurgen "A Comedy of Justice." The 
words jµst1ce, un~ust, l!it.t fairlx, and unfair recur 
page after page. To present all or their sign11'1cat1ons 
and implications 1n their various contexts would not be 
an endless task, but it would be one that would result 1n 
needless repetitions. Accordingl.y, several representative 
citations will be made instead of an exhaustive exmnination 
:of all passages concerned ·with Cabell 1 s inclusion 1n the 
work or matters perta1ri1.ng to "justice." 
In general, with respect to "justice," Jurgen appears 
to have been intended as another Everyman, representing 
the human race and expressing its somewhat naivo and pre-
judiced ideas or what constitutes justice. 
Before specific passages are cited, it may be observed 
that the inferences to be derived from Cabell1s treatment 
of this matter or "justice" are that homo more-or-less 
sa.piens regards justice as being that which is to his ad-
vantage and that which contributes to or confirms his 
wishful thinking with respect to his importance in the 
scheme of things. 
While the meaning of the word Justice is under dis-
cussion, 1t 1s well to note that Jurgen•s visit to the 
Master Philologist was (to Jurgen) an unsatisfactory one. 
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"It is not at all equitablet but the man 
showed me a huge book wherein were the 
names of everything in the world and justice was not among them. It Aevelops . 
that, instead, justice is merely a common 
noun vaguely denoting an ethical idea Qf 
conduct proper to the circumstances,· 9 whether or individuals or commun1t1es."3 
This would seem to indicate that 1n human usage 
3ust1ce is a word signifying that which is regarded as 
proper or advantageous to the individual or the community. 
In other wora.s, humanity generallY bas no conception ot 
higher or abstract or ideal justice. To the human race, 
"justicatt is that which n3ustitiesn the interests or the 
expediency of' the individual or the community. This con-
ce pt .is not to be identified w1 th the vie·ws ot Mr. Cabell. 
It is presented sat1r1ca1Jy• Fl'!om this let us proceed to 
turtber specific tnstances. 
In previous pages it has been noted that Jurgen con-
, " 
ceived of' Dorothy la Desiree as the embodiment or perfection, 
the lady who was in all things perfect. This was an illu-
sion. That this illusion should be dispelled was "unjust." 
In Jurgen•s view, any "just" God would make realities con-
form to the post-adolescent dream of the son ot Coth or the 
39 
It?is\•t PP• 182-3• 
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Rocks, who, by the way1 had much to answer for. 
And a madness came upon Jurgen, there 
:ln the garden between dawn and sunrise, and 
e. niabelief in such injustice as now seemed 
incredible. 
"No, Heart's Desire," he cried, "I 
will not let you go. For you are dear and 
pure and faithf'ul, and all M1 evil dream, 
wherein you were a wanton and betooled me, 
was not true. Surely, mine was a dream 
that oan never be true so long as there is 
any justice upon earth. Why, there is no 
imaginable God who wOUld pemit a boy to 
be robbed of that which in my evil dream 
was taken from mel n'l-0 
. Next, we may note that during the re-play ot the 
Wednesday that was granted Jurgen by Mother Sereda, Jurgen, 
to prevent Heitman Micha.el trom again carrying away Dorothy, 
"snatched out his dagger and drove it deep into the unde-
fended back of Heitman Micbael."ltl 
And this was simple ii justice." 
"I will take my doom," says Jurgen, 
and without whimpering, so that I get 
·justice. ••• The man was stronger than I 
and wanted wbat I wanted. So I have com-
promised with necessity, 1n the only wrq 
I could make sure of getting that which 
was requisite to me. I cry tor justice 
to the power that gave him strength and 
gave me ~eakness, and. gave to each our 
des ires. '+2 
4o 
Ib1g.,.p. 29. 
41 llzig., P• ;;. 
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That the Ruler ot the Universe sbould so arrnnge 
things that each 1ru!1vidual should be gTanted the paver 
to secure tho.t vh1ch he desires, irrespective ot contl1ct1ng 
interests, seems a rather qunint concept. "This I desire1 
therefore it should be rightful~ mine," certn~ expresses 
an ethical concept that even Omnipotence would have d1tt1-
cult7 in implementing. 
Again, when J'ar(Jen visited Leuke, Chloris, the 
Hamadryad told him that Helen, the delight ot gods M4 
men, vna the Wife ot Achilles, who ruled 1n PseUdopolis. 
J'Urgen desirod Helen, but Ach1ll.ea possessed her. 
"For I admire this man Achilles, I e11V1 him! and I fear him," snya Jurgens "and 
1t s not fair that he~should have been 
created ley' super1or.1t'+J 
That Achilles should be Jurgen•a superior 1a unjust1 
but that Jurgen should bave been created "a monstrous 
clever fellov" who outwits various less clever persons 
1s, of course, a strild.ng instance or the rightness and 
Justness ot things. 
It ts the rear or betraying his own 1ntorezsts that 
restrains Jurgen trOl!l the possession ot Helen when, 
seemingly, be bad the opportun1 t7 to do so. 
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"No, I would be betraying my own 1nterests•••1 
and 1n3ustice is always despicable.nlflt. ... 
'Xhust that which does not promote one's ·own interests is 
! 
unjust and therefore despicable. 
Jurgen also accuses his wife, Dame · L1sa,lf-S of not 
remaining the person whom he ha.d promised the priest to 
love, "a cuddlesome and merr,. girl, who thought whatever 
I did was done to perfection." Instead, she had elected 
"to develop into an uncommonl.T plain and s hart-tempered 
~ ' 
old woman." This, ot course, was clearly "unfair" and 
tull.y "justified" JUrgen•s interest in other ~omen. 
Further, on numerous occasions Jurgen invents authori-
ties to quote 1n support of his contentions• These non-existent 
authorities serve bis purposes well on all occasions except 
one. When Jurgen was being judged by the priests or the 
Philistines, he cited 1n his defense various learned pro-
nouncements of Gowlais . and ot Stevegonius. . The priest of 
Ageus did not challenge the reality of these "~thor1t1es" 
but asserted that both had been pronounced heretics by the 
Diet of Orthumar; hence. their opinions were to be in no wise 
respected. This was an unexpected move, but Jurgen countered it. 
4lf. 
llltS•t P• 229. 
I+; 
There is some doubt that in this episode the creature 
J\lrgen addresses really is Dame Lisa, but even so there is 
nothing '1noharacter1stic of Jurgen in his utterance. 
46 
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"Ehl n says Jurgen. He did not like this 
priest. "Ifow I will wager! sirs," JUrgen 
continued, a trifle patron Zing].y1 "that you gentlemen have not read Gowla1s, or 
even Stevegon1us, 1n the light of Vossler•s 
commentaries. And that is wb1 you under-
rate them." 
"I at least have read every word that 
was ever written by any of these three,n 
replied the priest of Sespbra - "and 
with, as I need ha.rdl.y say, the liveliest 
abhorrence. And this Gowl.ais 1n particular, 
as I hasten to agree with.my learned con-
trere, is a most notorious heretic •••• I 
tell you that I have been roused to indig-
nation by his sto a SJ!, el Ve er , • •• 
shocked by his o o oscOd s o o, ••• 
and horrified bY er fill.~~~~~~ 
antu a , • • • and have een CI!sgus ta y 
s tggo C OGJAndi • • • and have shUddered 
over e uns peafuib.1.e enormity of his 
§rotomemionl ot his~;· §d1£il and es-peclail.fot his iP1nad#Ji, tha:t most 
pestilential and a.bom e book, guem 
.§1M.. borrpre mJ!!2 ,notest !~sere ••• and 
EaVereaa aiso-all1ifii confutations of 
this detestable Gowlaist as those of 
Zancbius1 Faventinusl Lelius Vincentlus, Lagallal Thomas Giam nus, and eight otbir 
admirab e commentators... and that, 1n 
short, I have read every book you can 
imagine." 
The shoulders of Jurgen rose to his 
ears, and Jurgen silently flung out bis 
hands, pa.l.mS upward. · 
"For I perceive," says Jurgen to himself, 
"That this Real1s~ is too circumstantial 
for me. None the less, he invents his 
facts r 1 t is by citing books which never 
existed that he publicl.y contutes Gowlais 
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whom. !,_invented privatel.ys and tb@.li J,,!. ~ tm·"~1 ·.· . 
Probably Mr. C~bell' s most conclusive, 1f not his 
final, pronouncement. on justice in J!trSPA is to be found 1n 
tbat episode 1n which JUrgen visits the Beaven of his 
grandmother Ste:tnvor, the Beaven that was created by 
Koshchei around her illusions• ~his wns the Beaven that 
was created tor a woman who loved, and there was also 
created the God ot Steinvor, who was the God of' Love. 
When Jurgen met the God of steinvor, whom. through 
bis monstrous cleverness he bad proved to·be nothing but 
an illusion of old women, he demanded, "0 GOd, wh1 could 
You not let me have fa.1th? for You· gave me no faith 1n 
anything, not even in nothingness. It was not tair.11 
And Jurgen continued• 
"God ot lfl'1 grandmotherl God Whom I · 
too have loved 1n b01boodl" said Jurgen 
thens "wh1' is 1t that i·am denied a God? 
For I have searched s and nowhere can I 
find 3ustice, and nowhere can I find Bll1'-
th1ng to worship." · 
_ "What, Jurgen, and would you look tor justice, of all places, 1n Heaven?" 
"No," sa1d Jurgent "no, I perceive lt , 
canno,; be cDnsidered here. Else you would 
sit alone.ntttS · 
47 
;n>id., PP• 243.5. Italics are mine. 
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The implications here seem clear. Wilat mankind 
stands tn need ot ts not justice. ·With it, mankind would 
tare ba.d]Jr and Heaven would be unpopulated. ~rul.1" it is 
"in the best interests" ot man to invoke love and mercy, 
not justice. 
· Closel.y related to the ·concepts of, justice presented 
in J:p.rgen are those having to do with man•s ideas of his 
own ·importance and his plaee in the scheme ot things 1n 
contrast to· his actual importance or' dignit1 or position 
in the universe. Before details in ifm:gep. are examined, 
1t would be helpf'ul to give attention to a somewhat ex-
tended' passage 1n }Jgon~ ·gfe 1n which the convictions of 
the . novelist Jobn Cba.rter1s (Cabell' s mouthpiece) are 
exj>ressed. 
Indeed, when I consider the race·to 
which I have the honor to belong, I am , · 
f1llod with respecttul wonder •••• All 
about us flows and gyrates unceasingly' 
the material universe, - an endless 
inconceivable jumble ot rotatory blazing 
gas and trozen spheres and detonating 
comets, wh&rethrough spins Earth like a 
trail midge. And to this blown molecule 
adhere what millions and millions and 
, millions of parasites just such a.s I .. 
am1 begettinS and dreaming and slaying 
ana abnegating and toiling and making . 
. 1 
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~ Just as c114 Atoretime those count-
less goneratlona or our forebears, eveey 
one or vhClll vaa lilmviae a creature Jua t 
such u I 8111 Were the bumaD being• 
that have been aubJected to continement 
1n rJ.eab each numbered, aa 1a cwstmarr 
1n other penal 1natltutes1 vltb vbo.t interminable rov ot diglta lll11ht one set 
tortb 7our number, sq, or mine7 
llor is thU eve17th1ng. For rq reuon 
auch aa it ls, perceive• tb1a race! in 1la 
entirety, 1n the vbole outcome ot ta 
achievement, as• beyond vordinl petty and 
1.natteotual.a and no more than thought 
can estimate the relative proportion to 
the material universe or our poor Earthl 
can thought conceive vltb vbat quintlll ontha 
to express that tractianal iart vh1ch 11 as an 1nd1vldual parulte, add to~ a 
negligible fretting 'b7 epbe•rae. 1t9 
Thia passage reveals quite clear~ the position and 
Sl:iportanoe ot un vben the coeaio Tiev 1a taan. Does 
man appear ad.ventageowsl.J' vben U. T1ev is restricted to 
this quintillionth traction ot tbinp that 1a the Karth 
and Inman lite? Ap.in Eex0D4 WI. suppllas the ansver, 
John Charteria again apeat1ng a 
Mar love• a utterance 1a laoklnc 1n that 
elecant ot triteness vlthout \lhlcb no 
vork ot art can ever be ot general 
appeal 1n a vorld ot aoatl.7 •diocre 
people.50 
lt9 
Bexq 14r1, PP• 50..l. 
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A.a a aore d11"eot introchJOtion to .lprlm •terW, a 
th1r4 puaace trm Bngnd la1.[J. 1a presented, ln vbiob 
John Cbo.rterb again apeata1 
And w d.eoliDI, WJ"J' eapbatl~, to 
ccmat.der the uns.nn• u a vhole -•to 
encounter Pan•1 u tt. 014 Gre•D phraM4 1t1 vbo rmaorea tbat tb1a th1na ac:aeU.a berell a aortal., but aa .. rted 11Dvia• 
that the aan vu atteJ"VIU'd lmane. TbeJ 
.... to ban bad u. root ot t.be •tter.n 
In lnrun Cabell expanded an4 •terialla.ed th1.I 14-
ln tbl eplsod.• 1n vbiob J'mtpn, tollovtnc lnstnact1ana 
g1nn bf Meru.n, entered a DrUidloal toreat, there to 
vitneaa mgtc tbat transcended •Ten that or Mer~ vhOM 
conjur1ng coa.14 rdae noth' nc aore tond4abla u.n dnlla • 
Thia vu to be a blt of the 014 11&110, nov no lonpr un&tr-
atood, an4 Kerlln bJ.m•lt decllmd to go vltb .Turcen1 be 
pretered not to Md41e VS.th It. 
Bn'1nc entered tht forest, 3\lrpn 
••• P1'8•entl.7 obtl•n.4 a sun-browned 
braVSV tellov1 vbo aat upon the bank ot a·~ dabbllnc h1a r .. t t.n tbe 
vater, ~ •kinl mule v1 th a pipe can-
• tnictaG of an-en ~ ot lrrecuJ,.ar 
lengtbS. To b.111 .l\lrpn ct1.apla.7ed, ~ 
ncb MDDtr u Merlin b&4 pnscrlt>eG, 
the toam vbicb Kerlln bad d'hll b.la. 
The -.n •de a pecul.1ar aign and ron. 
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Jurgen sg,w that th1s man's feet were 
unusuaJ..52 
Although this brown ma.n's name 1s never mentioned 1n 
the episode, he 1s clearl.y the god Pan. In view of the 
pipe ot seven reeds and the "unusual" goat's teet, no 
other identification is possible. AccordingJy, he 
will hereafter be called Pan. 
Pan led Jurgen to an open glen in the midst of the 
forest, remarking to Jurgen, 
"Merlin dared not come himSelf, because 
••• Merlin is wise. But 7ou are a poet. 
so you will presentl.y f o~get that which 
you are about to see, or at worst! you will 
tell pleasant lies about it, part cularl.1' 
· to yourself• tt 
"I do not· know about that,« says Jurgen• 
"but I am willing to taste a?l1' drink once. 
What are you about to show me?" 
~he brown man answered: "All." ;3 
Jurgen and Pan remained in the glen until evening. Pan 
was smiling as they emerged, bUt Jurgen was "in a flutter." 
11It is not true," Jurgen protested. What 
you have shown me is a pack ot nonsense. 
It is the degraded lunacy of a so-called 
Realist. It is sorcery and pure childish-
ness and abominable blasphemy. It is, in 
a word, something I do not choose to be-
lieve. You ought to be ashamed of yoursell'I" 
S2 
Jurgen, P• 136. 
S3 !bid., P• 137• 
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'-Even so, you do· believe me, Jurgen ••• • 
Yes, you are certainl.1 a poet •••• For 
you come out ot my glen, and from my 
candor, as sane as vhan you entered. 
That 18 not saying much, to be sure, in 
praise of a poet's sanity at any time •. 
But Merlin would have died, and· Merlin 
would have died without regret, if Merlin 
had seen what you have seen, because 
Merlin receives facts reasonablY•" 
"Factsl sanityl and renson1u J'Urgen 
raged1 "wb7, but what· nonsense you are · 
talkingl Were there a bit of truth 1n 
your s1ll.1' puppetry this world of' time 
. and space and consciousness woUld be a 
bubble, a bubble which contained the sun 
and moon. and the high stars, and still 
was but a bubble 1n termentJ.ng swilll I 
must go cleanse mt mind of all this foul-
nsss. You would have me believe that 
men, that all men who ever lived OJ?1_sbo.ll 
ever live hereafter, that even I am ot 
no importance I Why, there would be no justice in 8.nf SUCb_J\rr&ngement, no 
Justice an¥Wherel tt :>'+ · · 
Jurgen was upon the verge of hysteria and blurted out 
the accusation that Pan had lied to him. At this Jurgen 
heard a growtng sound or laughter on all sides, as if 
each tiny leaf or the f 'lrest were laughing him to scorn, 
and th.ts was swelled by'the mirth ot larg&r creatures. 
"And the brown man's appearance changed as he s~ood there, 
terrible :ln a continuous brown glare trom the low-hanging 
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clouds, and with the forest making obelsance9 and with 
shivering and laughter eve1'J'Wbere.u 
"Make answer you who chatter about justlcet how U I slew you now," says 
the brown man, - "I being wha't I am?" 
"Slay me thenl" says Jurgen! w1 th shut 
eyes, for he did not at all 1 lte the ap. 
, pearance of things. "Yes you can kill 
me U you choose, but it ls beyond your 
power to make me believe that there is 
··.no justice anywhere, and that I am un-
important. For I would have you know I 
am a monstrous clever fellow. As for 
you, you are either a delusion or a god 
or a degraded Realist. But whatever 
you are, you have lied to me, and I 
know tbatt you have lied, and I will not 
believe 1n the 1ns1gn1f1cance of Jurgen.tt 
Chillingly came the whisper ot the 
brown mant "Poor fooll O shuddering, 
stiff-necked fooll and have you not just 
seen that which you may not ever quite 
forget? 
"None the less, I think there is some-
thing 1n me which will endure. I am 
fettered by cowardice, I am enfeebled by 
disastrous memorieSJ and I am maimed by 
old follies. Still! I seem to detect in 
myself something wh ch is permanent and 
rather fine. Underneath eve17~h1ng, and 
in spite of everything, I reall.Y do seem 
to detect that something •••• I tell you 
candidly, you brown man, there is some-
thing 1n Jurgen far too admirable tor 
any intelligent arbiter ever to fling 
into a dustheap. I aml 1f' nothing else, 
a monstrous clever fel °"••••" 
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· "Now but before a fool 1s opinion or 
himself, n the brown man oried1 "the Gods 
are powerless. Ob, yes; and envious, tool";; 
And thus did Mr. Cabell write pertectl.7 about Pan, 
the pastoral deity of Greek mytholoa,and the bGautifUl 
faith that mankind has· in its own fineness and importance. 
In the interests of complete clarity, it may be 
pointed out that Pan is the universal god (the concept 
deriving apparentl.1' from. the tact tbat 1n Greek ~he word 
.mm, meant !\lJ.,)1 and therefore what Pan revealed to Jurgen 
was a view of "all," that ts, the universe; and that view 
of the universe demonstrated the 1nsign1ticance of the 
planet Earth and still more forcibly' the insignificance 
in the general scheme of things ot the human parasites 
which crawl over the surface of that minute, 1ns1gnif1cant 
planet. 
It may be pointed. out also that the ancient Greek 
belief that those mortals who met with Pan went insane 
(from which is derived our word 12fmic) bas tts parallel 
in JUrgen•s (or humanity's) inab111t1 to face the realities 
ot the vastness or the universe and the in.significance 
ot humanity itselt. 
;; 
,Ibid,., PP• 139-lto• 
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As J'urgon remarks on a later occasion, "No, I cannot 
believe in nothingness being the destined end ot al.la 
that would be too tut1le a climax to content a dramatist 
clever enough to have invented JUrgen." S6 
There seems to be soma point 1n the brawn J1an1• 
remark that "before a tool'• opinion ot b1maelt ••• the 
Goda are powerless. Oh, yes, and envious, too." 
S6 




In the preface of this study, an attempt bas been 
made t? evaluate the criticism and the schol.a.rq study that 
the works of James Branch Cabell have enjoyed or bave 
sutrered from. !he preface expresses this student's be-
lief that Cabellarit1c1sm hast tor the most part, been 
hurriedl.7 and unpereept1vely executed. No really solid or 
competent scholarly work: on Ca.bell's writings has been done, 
but the basis for effective scholarship has been or is 1n 
the process of being provided by the collection of Cabell 
-·'··. }' ,• 
material 1n the Venable Library of the University of 
Virginia, b7 the compiling of' an accurate and very 
usetul-b1bl1ograp~, by the publication ot Ca.bell's corres-
pondence with his editors and .with other writers, anr,i 'by 
the projected definitive edition of Cabell's letters 
planned by the University ot Pennsylvania. The most 
obvious need seems to be that tor competent critical 
interpretation in detail of Cabell's writings. 
~he Introduction bas ·been 1~devoted to definitions ot 
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terms employed in the study, an indication of the similarity 
ot Ca.bell's method in Jursen to that ot the dream vision, 
a statement of Cabell's p\irpose as understood by· this 
student, and an indication of the source ot unity in 
J)lrgen and in this study. · 
Chapter· I discusses the nature ot Cabell' a· subject 
matter and how he handles that subject matter. ·zt examines 
rather closely two Jursen ·episodes ·to 1nd1cate that 
Cabell's predomiliantl.y ·romantic subject matter 1s used to 
produce effects that are uncharaoter1st1c ot vhat is usually 
considered romantic. 
·chapters II and III undertake an examination ot several 
. . 
episodes in J\Jrgen 1n which are expressed Mr, Cabell's con-
victions about the various aspects or loves chivalric or 
idealistic love,· realistic love, and carnal love. ~he 
conclusion reached is that Cabell regards the ' realistio 
husbarid-wife relitionsh1p, commonplice and unexciting as 
it is, as th.Et only practical and satisfying relationship. 
Chapter IV consists or a stUdy of various episodes 
~ . 
' . . 
1n J11rgen expressing Cabell's views on thG conventional 
ideas .of Heaven and Hell, on the ethical values subscribed 
to by. the majority of mankind, on man's importance 1n t~....e 
.. 
universe ·as 1ndicated by reason and knowledge, and on man*s 
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retusal. to accept his position as thuD indicated. 
A brief summation ot the foregoing summation may per-
haps be permitted. The contentions of th1o thesis have 
been that Cabell, although mistnltenly regarded in general 
as a romantic and an escapist, 1a in actuality a realist 
who subtly and sldlltully employs romantic subject matter 
and techniques to express convictions - bnsod upon reo.son 
and knowledge - concerning the mture of man, the impor-
tance or man, ant1 tho valid ethical. standards thllt are 
appropriate to mo.n and to bis condition. 
There is noGd, perhaps, for ono final observntion. 
It shoUld be borne 1n mind that Jurgen is not an isolnted 
work but constitutes one link 1n a chain ot twenty-three 
that Cabell called Ib2, Biography 9L .Yll, MUI, Slt.. Up.nuel. 
In thase successive related works Nr. Cabell treats various 
themes repeatedly, one theme being treated briefly 1n one 
novel and e.xtensivelY 1n o.nother. MQey ot Cabell'• characters 
appear in moro tbo.n one novel. All twenty-three work.a form 
a consciously planned and consistent whole. ThU.s, it aay 
be said that the essential Cabell is expressed 1n lu.rgen. 
And it 1s accurate to 881' that what ona f'inda in lurge; 
mll1' also be found in the other novels which make up Im 
Biograph.y. 
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